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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY,. MAY

Pittsburg picked a Harry Leonard, Albuquerque, lase
initial payment
at Rio in Quay County, No. OU dated
about eighteen miles to the north $300.00, acreage 7,600, located in Twp.
of Glencio. Material has been go- 2 S. Range U E.
H. T. McGee, Tucumcari, lease No.
NEEDED TO SFEED
ing out to this location tkje last
initial payment
two weeks. The rig it modern and 292 dated
a steel derrick will be used.
Mr. $225.00, acreage 5,61, located in Twps.
N. Range
Keid is said to be prepared finanEXPLORATION cially for extensive
exploration. The
If. T. McGee, Tueutncari, lease No.
location is near the Canadian river
in a formation that is also being ex- 293 dated
initat payment
plored near Amanllo. where a ttronir $250.00, acreage 6,75973. looated in
N
of
flow
Twos.
was
E.
struck last fall north
WEW IGS GETTING READY
gas
Range
M. T. McGee, Tucumcari, lease No.
of the river.
FOB OPERATION. NEW OIL
The Ilinois Producing and Refinino 294 dated
initial payment
is shaping up to drill in $32500. aereat--e
H307.W, located in
' COMPANIES
CHARTERED. Companyin Eddy
E.
Dayton
county, having taken Twps. 9 N. Range
LEASING ACTIVE. DRILL- aver the interests of the Home Re 29SH. T. McGee, Tucumcari, lease No.
dated
initial payment
fining Company of Oklahoma at that
'
ING PROGRESSING
,vhw.w. acreage 1U.IW6.4, oca ted in
place.
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Some of the bents were pushed out HONEST "BEN PANKEY"
of line. The state highway departBUYS ANOTHER LAND GRANT
ment has loaned the county a pile
driver and the damage will be mendThrough the efforts of the Cor
Lieutenant Governor B. F. Pankey
ed very shortly.
DEPARTMENT IS
poration Commission the Santa Fe
has just completed negotiations by
Stat Cats Arwy Tracks
Railway has
daily
which he becomes the owner of the
' The
highway department is already De
freight service between Carlsbad and
Vargas Grant, in this
to
Roswell. For many months the lower
receive trucks, tractors,
beginning
ON
ACTIVE
ROADS and automobiles that have been al- - tract of nearly 10,000 acres county,
the north
Peoos Valley has bad an
.. .1
,
end
,
comes within seven
L.
service. The new service will
me- war oepartment miles ofof which
uj
jiuncu
Fe.
Santa
(Twenty-thre- e
benefit the shippers of hay and live
trucks are delivered at While Mr
it
Pantry purchased
Deming and Hachita, six caterpillar
stock.
MORE CONTRACTS FOR CON- tractors are in transit, and eicrht primarily for grazing purposes, the
eooJ
automobiles
will come tract contains . considerable
passenger
REDUCED RATES ON
"d
of "
STRUCTION OF FEDERAL from Deming. The total allotment
I"rt
1",
CATTLE DIP REFUSED
to New
project.
is 350 trucks, tract
AID ROADS LET. WAS DE- ors, and Mexico
n is a iso Known toirrigation
contain deposits
automobiles. The state will of
Senator A. B. Fall writes the Corand
tungsten
copper, and prospecthe entire control and use of
PARTMENT TRUCES AND have
poration Commission that the Direc
these though the title wfll remain in tors have reported good prospects of
tor of Traffic of the U. S. Railroad
other
metals,
including oold and sil- the War Department until ready for
TRACTORS ARRIVING
As Ufual Mr. fan key has mad 4
Administration declines to make a
N. Range 2S 29 30-3
The rig! at Kenna m Roosevelt Twps.
the scrap pile. This is one way of
a gooa ouy, wnicn nas become X
reduction ir the rate on cattle dip
county is being put into place andl - h
cutting red tape. More trucks will habrt
with him when selecting Unit
S. Skidmore. Moaollon. tease for the benefit of New Mexico stocksoon be coming from Chitago, and
The time hat come when a state. it is hoped that operations may be No.Frank
ComHe has already begun the improvt-rms- jt
The New Mexico Highway
298 da tad
initial payment men. He says that if such a rate is
Palo Alto and Los Angeles, Clif.
wide organization of New Mexico oil under way soon to test a section
rt
of this tract, having contracted
must be made general as mission is showing commendable
$100.00. acreage 480, looated in Twp. granted
promises well
Santa Fm Canyon Road
interests U urgently needed. The that
the experience with reduced rates on speed in getting started on the broad9 E.
The Deming Oil, Gas, and Develop- 13 S. Ran
The subscription of fumls for re- for several wells so as lu put water
in the efforts
lack of
five
stock
wirhin
last
fall
of
construction
much
concaused
est
easier rei h nf sttch cattle i--s
D. It. Scott, Mogollon. lea.e No.
possible program
pair of the rdad up Santa Fe Can- he
to explore for oil is already becom ment Company will be drilling two
of state and Federal aid roads. Work yon
pla.tes upon it. It being fenced
initial payment fusion and annoyance.
is about completed.
busi- The
inn apparant. Individual and com miles east of Stteins in Hidalgo coun- 299 dated
is already to receive them, and there
is actually under way as far as avail
as soon as the water well now $100.00, acreage n40, locate! in Twp.
yon is about completed. The biinine-imunity efforts are praiseworthy and ty
able funds will permit.
13 S. Range i E.
CORPORATION COMMISSION
men and citizens of Santa Fe readi- is plenty of w.ifer now, but might
deserve generous support. But such being drilled is finished.
not be on some parts of it later its
Certificates of indebtedness, anti ly raised $150000 for this
RETURN OF RAILROADS
efforts have serious limitations in no Nearly all of these rigs go into
purpose.
cipating tax levies, can not be is The Forest Service will contribute the season.
vast an undertaking as locating the territory where --no drilling for oil FEDERAL RAILROAD
This purchase servi to remind us
has ever been attempted. Quay
The New Mexico Corporation Com- sued until the tax levies are made a like amount.
The work will tie
LEGISLATION CONSIDERED
deep lying commercial oil in this
mission has gone on record in favor in June. But it has been decided under the supervision of county road that Mr. Pankey is boomicn a ver
county, the Tularosa basin, and Hi.
state.
imiarge land owner tn New Mexico, hi
certificates
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results.
necessary
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Construction of this road will oe tracts bcins the San Crutoxal Grant
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circles in America are giving thought have Abeen sent to Senators A. B. Fall
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progress on its well on the Cimarron 248 dated
Cannot be provided A deft
the year. It was made ss an ex-- 1 ,l'rv
a
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other
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things
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against
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ty. Tbe Toltec Oil Company it pro- Twp.
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installed.
A..ir.
being
chinery
the
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$150000
in Santa Fe County.
to
have
The
Gable, Hening, and Rogert, Santa
ty
,0 P"bllc owner, h p cr optratn.n in
greasing
IHitrhwav Engineer to be used in Co- - Justify a daily train. At Torran.-einitial The military code of the ITnited
Company keeps steadily Fe. lease No. 251 dated
tn care vt" madequstely. irr
was made for n.!ior'--at work near Dilia in San Miguel payment $1,000.00, acreage 92.91361, States irontaint 121 article at revis- FRANK OWEN WILL
(operation with the state in tnaintasn- - close connect-oCO TO EL PASOijng the high way through Clayton from El Paso and other points on P"hlic- ne e Is Py prompt action Con
S. ed in 1912. Eighty-seveCounty. The Valley Oil Company is located in Twps.
articllet reE. P & S. W. and the Rock
prevent hi contingency
E. main unchanged from the code 180TS
that runs north from Nara Visa to the
working in promising sands at Co Range
Ju-- t and speedy
I land.
The revenue, however. ,11
,h,J f
Frank Owen wilt retire from the the Oklahoma hne.
Mrs. Louis Clausing, Raton, lease with again was ba-hi m bus which it in southern Luna
on European
fnT
n
" rroprtie taken nv
rr t increase in proportion to th1"'
Torrance Coaoty Sends Foods
initial payment codes of 1642 and 1774. No wonder management of the Santa Fe Water
Cossnty. The Mesa Verde Company No. 2S7 dated 4r9-l,hc extstmr 'aw, that such baUa
Light Company and become
The Commercial Club of Mountain estra cost of operation. The
at flora Vista near Aztec in San $10000. acreage 2S60, located in Twp. the
system it harsh and
nw in the possession of
of returning to an every jthe.-- .
identified with a cotton seed oil re- air contributes $50000 for contimi
Juan county finds the formation bet 27 N. Range 29 E.
being a relic of the middle age
1
rrnment
consirV-a-.lav
may be. restored to assist
service is now under
fining plant ir? El Paso in which his ance of work on state highway No.
ter at the drill goes deeper. The Lonit Clausing, Raton, lease No.
Santa Fe is vitally inrerevted '"
uptiuilding and extensica nf
Ilbnois Producing and Refining Com 258 dated
initial payment
The Boy Scout orsraniration was brother William Owen it interested. 19. It is expected that this will be!,,C!
nons system tor oetter pu' be
re of this road and .hnn'd ,n'
Mr. Owen has been connected with used on Red Hill near the Abo Can- - '".""
pany is down over 2X100 feet in their $10000. acreage 2,437 o, located ia founded in England in 19)0 and inuse The conations "snd retrularus
ake steps help this line
well tnear Lake wood in Eddy Conn Twp. 27 N. Range 29 E.
troduced into the United State the the ntility company here for man
of operation should be cleirly i i
C L. HiIL Hill, lease No. 2fA dated tame year. The object i te develop year and ha also been active citiProposod Taos Coaoty Projoct ,th 'dady tram service if poss ble
ty. The Lincoln well near Lake
so as to rsf mit the rnmniiiM
Arthur in Chaves County i now in
initial payment $25000, acre patriotism, conrare. discipline, and zen during this time. He was always The commissioners ot Taos coun- reestablish and maintain a satisiao
j
furtherFARE
CENT
to
that
help any plan
elfcontrol In boy at welt as .to put ready
promising sand. The Carter Oil Com- age n,i3J6, located in Twp.
ty have submitted to the state
with reasons' !e rat st
:tory serv-ir- c
MAY NOT BE CR ANTED !with-.uS. Range 22
the Golden Rule into daily practice. ed the interest of Santa Fe, and wav eneineer a Federal aid protect
pany has a well 2,000 feet deep near
t
d'scrimtna'ion and procure
New Mexico. He will leave within from Reconado near the Rio Arriha
Defiance some distance west of Gal-ru- n
E.
nr
crimper- -.
Conntv line to Cieneiruilla for con
According to report rore.ved thi. a
in McKinley County.
Frank T. Frenecli, La Cmeet. Asked if he would enlist in cae the neat two months.
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road which it verylHWies t no favorable to granting
Santa
ing sn very promising localities and payment $50000. acreage I2j600, locat tnt been dUcharared replied: "Boy, WILSON MAY RUN
with
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FOR PRESIDENT AGAIN rnekv and rnueh. The distance in-- ! a reduction in passenger fare while
S Range if this man's cettmtry gets into anable to make
deep test. The com ed in Twpt.
Y--.
eluded in the project submitted it the railroads remain under the co.
other war. they i gnnna to be two
panies are well financed according
m- ?-'
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The
That Wilson may run for pres- eicht miles. First class construction trol of the government.
Frank T. French, Lat Crtirei, lease men missing th
nisrtrer
to reports. So far none of these
and the
.. .
be required. It is estimated that poration Commissiem ha been ac-- i
initial navment man that it chasing him
wells are deep enough to reach the No. 2F9 dated
ident
third time if the league of
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ai.-nations is defeated it indicated by it will cost $12,00000 a mile or arnnnd tive ever since the increase in tass-l- r
real oil that the geologists say is4 $10000. acreage 2,428, located in Twpt.
T ' i'
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The public hat made up its mind Homer S. Cammings, chairman of the $100,0rr).nT) fr the proiert. Thi pro- - enger rates a year ago to obta ni' Tciyl. loh Co
5. Kan re
present. It will be some time before any of these well will reach
Earl T. Wiley, Santa Fe, leate No that private ownership of railways, Democratic national committee. So ject it is hoped mav he ready for a reduction in the discriminatory rate
W R
initial payment telegraph line, and telephone sys- far no word has come fram the actual
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Earl T. Wiley. Santa Fe. leate No snmer.
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TAX ON GASOLINE BErevenue.
initial payrnen'SIOO.-oleague of nation matter into politic eral bridge, but in no case was the
The first new rig ready to began 281 dated
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that tbe
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The derrick is op and the machinery 284 dated
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Tt ft an anwritten law th
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"WONT SIGN

Mr.".E. PADEREWSK

HAWKER AND

LATE

PURSE IS HOOKED

NEARING FALL

GRIEVE SAVED

SAYS ENVOY

FISH IN CHIMNEY;

PETROGRAD IS

Detectives
(COUNT DECLARES HE WILL NOT
PUT NAME TO DEATH SEN-

RESCUED

BIRD-ME-

BY DANISH

SHIP.

TENCE OF GERMANY.

WERE

ARMY

WOULD DISCARD

ANARCHIST ARMY IS GOING
PIECES BEFORE ALLIED
DRIVES.

IN
STEAM-

1,100

MILES OUT
i

1

,rlOPED

PEACE TREATY

t

TROUBLE FORCED THE
FLIERS TO LIGHT IN
ATLANTIC.

WOULD

PAPER.
Newl'"rer I'nln
Iierlin, May .7. Count von
in an Interview, subl lie
went Ki Versailles with the firm Intention of ilcfi'tollng what reiiiiiineil
fur the welfare mill happiness uf hi'
,
lull thm even lliis
t.eriiitin i
IihiI been ilestroycil lij- tin' iuu'f
New photograph of Representativt
E. T. Taylor of Colorado, author of
treaty.
Tin- - count sniil it wu
a measure providing farms for solgui'Mlon,
diers.
therefore, whether It could not ho hotter suvfil by rcfusiiiK tu simi thiui hy
auhiuiftiiig, s "it desired hy tin- in- MAY
IIMIT
9QTH
dependent Socialists.
IT1H I
LI III I I
10
L IN
Tli" liiuiriiiiiii uf the (.erinuii delegation Mini hi' certainly would fiitht
tu the lust in older to try to improve LATEST PROTEST IS BASED ON
the" lot ut tin- working people liy ncgo-- t
ALSACE QUESTION.
in ion, lull ilmt the delegates wiiuhl
lift siiiiiiiic uitiiiusi iliu interests uf tin'
ADDIHUNS
w.'rkiiiL' people if they sinned
GRANT
ALLIES
which signiiicil only
ih
TIONAL TIME TO EXCHANGE
NOTES.
fltlninr Hint lllielllploj inriit."
"Should I. mi,
pressure from our
Kews Service.

I

rem-Uu-

ilt--

--

ENGINE

BE MORE THAN SCRAP OF

' Welters

t

11

-

K

J

The ltuuiali
York, May
steuinsliip Mary, which picked up
Hawker and lirleve, wan originally the
ISrllish lreiuliter tiroveluill und was
U ill
ut West Hartlepool eleven years
imo. The .Mary is nut equipped for
rescue work, beint! Just a Utile
.ship, traveling ill high latitudes
to (shorten Hie route and save coul.
Her nel tonnage Is l.IJi and her
leiiL'lh O.TK feet. She was liuuinl fruni
ew Urh'iins for Aarhuus, lielimurk,
Mhv
Making eight knots mi hour it
iln
Ituuk her Ihirty-threon her last
jtrip to the westward from Shield to
New Orleans.

Weatcra

New

d

e

a Theft

MOSCOW

Nlapcr

fBlon Nw Servlc.

London, May 24. The Bolshevik!
have begun the evacuation of Moscow,
according to reKirts brought from
to Copenhagen hy travelers
and forwarded. Typhus is raging in
Moscow and the sllualiou there is considered desperate.
The railway lilies between a number of places ill central Uussia have
been dismantled, the reports say, In
order to improve main line service
out of Moscow.
The operations of
forces against Petrograd are having
great and rapid success, according to
various reports received from

This portrait of Mm. Paderewska,
wife of the premier of Poland, was
taken in Paria when she accompanied
M. Paderewski there to present to the
peace conference Poland's claims to
Danzig.

Chicago. There could be no question about it. The men on top of the
Itanier building were fishing. Yessir,
they were fishing In the chimney.
"See how quiet and intent they are,"
said a spectator; "probably afraid to
disturb the smoked salmon or whatever
It Is they are fishing for."
A closer view would show the spectator that the fishermen were none
other than Detectives Finn and Lally
and that they were using three pound.!
of fishing tackle.
"What are we fishing for?" Finn
asked, repeating a question. "We're

lterlin. (Jermany dit'lines lo sign
tlie peace terms which were laid before
it because tliey spell the "economic destruction, political dishonor and moral
degradation nt the entire (eruiaii nation, not only fur the present, but also
fur still unburn general inns," acenrd-into reports from lterlin, and the
following statement is given out:
"That these consequences must
follow acceptance of the pence
conditions, the American press itself
has recogiil.eil without question," the
"Toward them
statement continues.
Horuiuuy took the standpoint that acceptance In such coinll! ions could not
be demanded und that the entente was
in
imposing such deunjustified
mands.
"It Is not the Herman peoples' business how Its rights shall be realized
by the fourteen points, or especially
by the note of Secretary Lansing.
Thai, rather, is the task of those who
enlist rttcted the fourteen points und
brought tbeiii to acceptance, thereby
Inducing Hermany to lay down her
weapons. We do not believe that President Wilson, Secretary Lansing and
the American people can take other
than this Herman standpoint, If they
do not wish lo do that which President Wilson In bis message of ec. 4.
T. condemned categorically when he
said: 'We would dishonor our own
cause if we treated Hermany any other
that Justly and in a nun partisan manlier and did not insist upon Justice toward all, no matter how the war ended. W e demand nothing which we are
not ready ourselves to admit.'
"And the Herman people demand
mulling more than that which President Wilson announced in this declaration. We demand mulling more than
Hat Americans place the fourteen
pntnts opposite the peace terms. We
do not believe that any one in the
l'nited States w ill then have the conr- nge to claim Hint there can be found
in tlie peace conditions one single
Irm-left of President Wilson's pro
gram.

suldiers lltii
sailors out of etiiplov nieiit, armi'd w ith
stones, marched toward the House of
'ominous.
They came into conflict
with the Miliii and were sctitteriNl.
wax
reformed
Ijiter the
anil marched toward I i irlmtii palace. The deinonsirntion followed
meeting in Jlyde park, where the discharge! soldiers and sailors demanded
work and a tiiliiiiiiiiin wane scale. Similar demonstrations were held throughout the muntrv.

"Si on the Peace Terms."
lterlin. A great demonstration took
place in Berlin when hundreds of
thousands of
the
paradiMl
Hnple
streets demanding that the government
sign the poui-- terms at one'. About
11 HUM l
were packed in the
l.ttstgartcn. in front of the kaiser palace, where tlie lndeM'iiiletil Socialists
Filter
held their principal tmi'ling.
den Linden and nil the streets running
into the Lustgarteii were packed with
excited people, whose one cry was
terms!"
"Sign the

Get Nine Months Grace.
Washington. Soldiers who fail to
pay their premiums on government Insurance after discharge will he given
a nine months'
riod in which the policy may be reinstated under a war risk
bureau ruling. Insurance
n which
premiums are not paid will he classed
as lapsed after ninety days, hut at any
time during the six months following
the lapse may be reinstated hy the Insured if he furnishes a physician's certificate and pays vp hack premiums.

,
months for the trial of Wilheltn
providing he Is brought Into
court at all. The allies will not take
any steps until the treaty Is ratified, ii
was stated on good authority, and even
then there will doubtless be consider
able negotiations with Holland regarding extradition. The Ihitcfa delegation
here confirmed recent dispatches from
Holland that the question of the former kaiser's extradition has not been
officially considered so far

Yanke Evacuate.
of the
Washington. Withdrawal
American forces from Archangel is actually under way, according to cable
advices to the War Department which
stated that all niemlier of the 339th
infantry were awaiting evacuation.
The cablegram also said that the return of individual soldiers as casuals,
la accordance wjfh a recent request of
the department, would not expedite
the discharge of such casuals, since
taelr uftits wnri arrive at home be- these Individuals.

Suffrage Carried in House.
Washington. National suffrage for
women was indorsed by tlie House of
Representatives for tin- - second time
when the Susan It. Anthony amendment was adopted hy a vote of 304 to
8!. Supisirters of the measure immediately arranged to carry their fight to
tlie Senate, where they are confident
s
of obtaining the necessary
vote. The rfory for- - the suffrage
W by"' fVirty-- f wo .votes more
tore
than the required

Doctor Uses Airplane.
Beaver City, Neb. Employment of
an airplane as a means of transportation for a physician who is railed upon
to make long distance professional
rails was inaugurated here by Dr. F.
A. Brewster.
Ir. Brewster's initial
flight was made in a machine of the
biplane tyis with Wade Stevens of
Beaver City, a former lieutenant, acting as pilot. Approximately S,000 persons' from njparby. towns were here to
witness the flight"

War Transportation Costa,
Washington. It cost $35 to carry
each American soldier to France and
$00 to transport each ton of supplies
or war material sent them, according
to official estimates. Two million men
were sent overseas at a total cost for
passage of about 70,000,0JO. A total
of 6,KP0,0t) tons of food and equipment was sent to France 6,000 pounds
for every soldierr-- at a transportation
cost of $300,000,000. Foreign ships carried. 600,000 tons of this material,
which means a $36,000,000 freight bill.

conili-tiuii-

I

t

misled until r llli-ll- , siull tills sentence uf ili'iithV" askiil Count von
ltrni k v' 'I' Kantnit.
lu I'earcil
(Jttesiioiicd us tu wln-tlic-

OlVII

demonstrations uf i InSocialists would lit siicccsa-fUl- ,
hu Mliil Ihry would III' UIisiicccvm-- f
ill ill thi' sense of inovini; him to abandon his resolve not to sign what In'
believed would he liinliiinoiil'.t to the
destruction of tin- tiutluii.
Uefoirilin t" I lul l' biase s statement
tlint .in ii- must lu signed iukI that
the coming ri'vnlul ion would make it
ii si rn of paper, hu Kuiil:
"When I li it ' to Versailles I hull
the firm hope Hint the time uf scraps
of paper hml finally passed n ml that
n new Uiie would begin In whli'h only
treaties would he signed which wuuld
be respected hy In it h sides. I hit VP
tlut llhllllduneil the hope of obtaining
liialiliy iutertiiiiiunul molality. A mere
scrap of paper will never heiir my
signature."
n recoiled from
Iiifoiiiiatiun has
source thut the
mi mi ii on tin
counter proposals to he made hy
In the pence conference w ill declare In favor of military disarmament, saying Hun (lerinitn.v is ready
to reduce her forces to Uol
within
two mm hi t lis- after the conclusion of
pence and hy the expiration of another year to cut the size of the army
thill
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tin"

-

I

-

i

y

1,1 H

I
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down tu liixi.iHKi men.
Il will he declined that in spite of
in t run disorders ami ihr necessity

for defending her frontiers, (ieruiany
thus agrees tu disarm ahead uf all
other power.

Pnris. 'I'lie French government ha
received frum the (ormiiii peace
the assurance that It will ask
no further i'tensinn of time for consideration of the peace terms.
(Hie of the notes sent tu the
uf the peace eunference hy the
l
German deleirales, a
dlspiileh from Spa nays, demand-f'l- l
the cnnvueiillnu of a conferenee of
labor lenders to decide upon international lahor legislation.
The other
note, which related to (iennan property In allied countries, declared that
the decisions of the allied governments in deciding upon the fale of the
proper!)' "otild not he accepted.
The (ieriuHti peace delegation sent
three new notes to the secretariat of
the pence conference. The notes deal
respectively with reparations anil
: tiernian
property in allied countries, and lieriuan religious
missions abroad.
dele-gallo-

tier-IliH-

Suffrage Move Slows Up.
i
ipponeii t s of unman
suffrage succeeded ill blocking efforts
To expedite Semite consideration of the
constitutional amendment resolution
passed last week hy the House, hut
supporters plan to renew the fight
with the hope of bringing the measure
tu a vote soon.
Wash In i?t on.

Decorate American Graves.
The craves of TO.immi
American soldiers who died in France
will he diMnrated under the auspices
of the furi es uf the I'tiitod States still
in France, lietieral Pershing has
n bulletin stating that all Ameri
can soldiers shall participate in the
Memorial day exercises. President
Wllfton' will speak ill the services in
the American cemetery at Sttresnos
near I'aris.
Lyons, France.

Mob Marchea on

lilldull.

I

Parliament

'ischnl-gc-

proi-essio-

Vritn

8irlc-Nwpfr I'mnn Kewinotes
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The

Paris, May
the (iciiiiiin peace ilelcgnt ion will submit tu the peace conference before
May -- !! will apparently be so voluminous that the entente representatives
will reipiire a week for consideration
before hey can make a rejoinder. II
is expected thai there will be a new
nt for the (icriuuns to
time adjust
sign the Iron y,
I

Paris, May 21. The Herman pi'Hin
delegation bus been grunted an extension of seven days, or until May
in which to reply in full lo the
peace terms, according to an official
announcement. Count vnn lirockdorff-Iiantau- ,
head of the (ierniatl peace
delegulioii, asked the extension of time
for (ieruiany lo present her reply. The
count stated llait further Holes were
being prepared and that it would be
Impossible to complete them by p. m.
Thursday, when the time limit is up.
has
Count von ltrockilorff-Hiint.aasked permission for a special t ruin
to bring In Versailles printing presses
and a force of workmen in order to
hasten the preparation of the Herman
reply for presentation to the allies.
1
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Trial Still Distant.

Paris. The world must wait several
Ilohen-mllern-

QUOTATIO NS
Western Newspaper Union News Service
DEXVER MARKETS.
Fat steers, ch. toCattle.
Fat steern. good tuprime.'.'.
choice. 12. 'a 13.7&
Fat ateers. fair to good... 11.50& 12 60
12.111) (I 12.76
Helfera, prime
Cows, fat. srood to choice., ll.TStt 12.50
10.U011.5
(.'iiMi, fair to good
50
t.OOg
'owa. medium to fair.....
6 60
511

Cows, tanners
Hulls
Veal calves

2.50

7.510

6UU.OO
OU
12.50H.
Feeders, sood to choice.... 11.00
1226
Feeders, fair to tood
10.15
Bood to choice.. 10.00
S.SU&1U.60
Blockers, fair to good.,..
14

ritoi-kers- .

"I"?'.

Good hogs

1.520.30

fat, litht.
fat. heavy
Kwes, good to choice

$17.50

18.08

16.5otM7.jJ

ll.uuuU.ii

Drcaaed

Poultry.
The following prices on dressed poul
u. ii, jjenver: S6
try are nel
37
Turkeys, No. 1
-- 35 t8
Turkeys, old tome
35
choice
Turkeys,
i
Hens, 'lb
22
624
Ducks, young
,
20
18
lieese
f--

.

Turkeys. I
Hens
Ducks

(leedti
HroiUra.
Co

felt

15

Koogters

Live Feoltrr.
lbs. or over

'
S

30
22
4M7
a 65

28
20
16

ltis

.:... 60

"

KSSS.

fresh, case

Egirs.
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Missing fur six days and
ONE HUNDRED INJURED
virtually given up fur Inst, Harry U.
Hawker and his navigator, Lieut. Commander .Mackenzie Hriove, I'.rilish airAT
WORKS
STARCH
men, who essayed
flight across the DOUGLAS
Atlantic oceuu without protection
CEDAR RAPIDS, I A., BURNS.
ingaliisi disaster save what their trail
airplane afforded, are safe aboard a
IN CENTRAL
EVERY WINDOW
Itrnish warship.
PART OF CITY BROKEN BY
Some 1,1(MJ miles out from
EXPLOSION.
und Sim from the Irish
enlist, the aviators, making the best uf
an engine which was failing to func Wrttrn Newspaper Union New 8rvle.
tion properly, were forced to alight on
Cedar Itapids, Iowa, May -- 3. A
.the water. The little Punish steamer
.1
noil score of persons were killed and a
II..m.
fV..,,, V.xim
loui'ireii iiijuieii liy tin
il- r
v
i a,,,,,. Ii ,.,.,.L- ' t.ieLi.il
I
..,.....
.,f ,., ,rj,
up the way fillers and continued on her men
and boys who hail Just gone to
northward voyage.
work on the night shift, few escaped
the
u
capwireless
(fulfil,
Lucking
or dentil. The entire plant wu
tain of the steamer was obliged to injury
burned
resultant fire, which was
withhold the good tidings of the res- confined byto the
liouglas plant. The
cue until be was opposite tlie Hull of
loss is $:t,(MHI,tKN).
was
siginformation
where
the
Lewis,
The shock was felt all over Cedar
nalled hy menus of flugs thai Hawker
linpiils and for miles around the counand Hrieve were aboard his ship.
Fire broke out and consumed the
Immediately word was flashed to try.
the Itrltish admiralty, which sent out shattered plant.
Firemen extricated dead and wounddestroyers to overtake the Punish vessel and obtain confiruuitinii. This was ed from the debris hastily to avoid
done ami one of the destroyers took Incineration. The injured were rushed
the airmen off, und later transferred to hospitals and homes as rapidly as
volunteers with automobiles could be
lliein to the flagship Uevenge.
From this safe haven Hawker sent mustered.
a message
So severe was the explosion that
that his muchine hud
stopped nning to the blocking of the persons were thrown from chairs a
water circulation system.
mile away. The cause of the accident
When the airplane sped away from could not be determined, but is thought
her starting point Pilot Hawker let to have been due to either a defective
louse his wheels anil undcrgeariiig, boiler or spontaneous combustion.
thereby lightening the weight of the
Many of the hundreds of employes
muchine by u considerable amount, were in or near tlie factory buildings
Ireu
.but making
possible binding in
when the blust covered the ground for
land a mure hiinirdoiis venture.
Some were
blocks with wreckage.
This prubably proved of much uil- buried in the shattered buildings,
vantage when It became necessary to
olhers were lilt by flying rem
alight on the water. Hie airplane re-- mints.
muliifil afloat without much difficulty
within half an hour twenty-fivduring the hour und a half it took the bodies were reported removed.
I'anlsii steamer to elfect a rescue.
Hroken glass flew In veritable
Hawker sent the following message show ers through the streets near the
from the Iteveiige to the Pally Mall: plant, cutting the faces and hands of
"My machine stopped owing to the many who were near the factory.
water filler in the feed pipe from the
The blast blew ill large window!
radiator to the water pump being many blocks from the iHuiglus plant,
blocked with refuse, such as solder and persons within office buildings
and Hit' like, shaking loose in the also suffered from the shuttered
radiator.
ghiss.
"It was no fault of the liolls Itoyce
with the fire raging, cries were
w hich
ran absolutely perfect heard coming from the drying room
motor,
from start to finish, even when ull of the plant, hut firemen were unable
Hie waler hail Polled away.
to cut their wny in.
had no trouble in landing on
Additional explosions from thp oil
the sea, where we were picked up by rooms scattered the burning wrecknge,
the tramp ship Mary, after being ili iiin! firemen were hard pressed to
e
wuier fur ninety minutes."
jvent the spreading of the flames to
I he news of the rescue has electrl- nearby Industries.
tied all llritnin.
.Men covered with starch were taken
All Kngliuid is stirred liy the news from the ruins hy their comrades, and
of the safety of the two aviators. The many thrilling rescues were made,
one person in F.ngland w ho had always Some of the victims were stark mad
held hope was Mrs. Hawker. She ul- - and did not know whnt had happened
that Providence
Water mains were cut by the force
ways maintained
would
protect her husband, and, of the explosions, making the work of
though she received coudolenii's from the firemen harder because of the
nil classes of people, including the lack of water.
king, she said that she had never
Kvery window in the central part
censed to believe that some time and of the city was broken. Chimneys
in some way her husband would come caved in on families nt the
supper
I'uck.
table and guests in the dining rooms
of hotels were thrown from their
chairs.
Airman Leaps to Death.
i leveiami.
llumlreils of persons
Law Unconstitutional.
saw rriink McCusker of Xew York
pilot of a mail airplane, leap I'oil feet
Portland, ore. In nn opinion rcn
to his death from a burning machine dered. Pistrict Attorney Walter H. Ev
here. The cause of the accident is ans of Multnomah county held that an
not known. When the machine was at act of the last legislature creating a
a height of between .".("I ami IHO feet court of domestic relations In Portland
was seen to climb to the and mi additional department of the
frame. Then the airplane plunged and Circuit Court for the exclusive handthe pilot was seen to leap. McCusker ling of probate matters are for the
was alive when picked tip. He died in greater part unconstitutional and void.
a pnlli-patrol w hile being taken to' a because, he holds they are local laws
hospital. His skull was fractured and regulating the practice of justice and
so violate the state constitution.
his neck
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TROOPS PRESSING ON RUSSIAN
CAPITAL WITH LITTLE
RESISTANCE.

I'nlun Non Servics.

Weatrrn Neu

REDS

Outdo Ike Walton-a $50 Bite and Solve

count strictly

H2.15gl2.25
Hatter.
(1
Creameries, ex. let urade. lb.

The correspondent ut the Finnish
capital says that the Bolshevist resistance seems to be broken and that
they have lost several thousand prisoners and thirty guns. A greut number of machine guns and five armored
trains also were captured.
A north Itiissian corps cooperating
with tlie Lstliiinluns successfully attacked the Bolshevist position at the
Catchimi railway station (thirty miles
south of Petrograd).
Thousands of Bolshevist soldiers In
the (iaischiua area and the coast region west of Petrograd who surrendered with their arms and ammunition, the correspondent udds, subsequently joined in the uttacks on their
former cninrades.
It is reported in Helsingfors from
I'crrograil that the Bolshevikl are prepared lo defend the city and that all
the workmen have been armed. The
defenders are said to number 10,000.
Ksthonliiii forces are rapidly approaching I'cirograil from the west,
according to an official sluivinent Issued at Ksthoulan army headipiarters
and received here. Tlie text of the
statement reads:
"The Ksthoiilans are advancing
Besides the
swiftly on Petrograd.
town of Yamhiirg, the railway stations
at Wei nia rn ami Moloskow izy, on the
line, have been cap
tured, and the town of Kopnrje and
several villages near Kohganphi, on
the Finnish gulf, have been occupied
This brings the Lsilinnluns within
fifty miles of Petrograd."
(in the Murmansk front In Itttssia,
allied forces have captured Medyojya
guru, nt the northwestern end of Lake
Onega, after a series of actions in
which the Bolshevist rear guard stif
fi red severely, a statement Issued by
tlie British war office says:
The rapid retreat of the Bolshevikl,
It Is added, prevented them from seri
ously damaging the port works. The
allies have occupied the heights surrounding the town.
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Process butter ...
racking stock ..

055

53

Vegetables.
Asparagus, Colo
Ueans, Navy, cwt
Means, l'into, cwt
Ueans, Lima, lb
liitans, green, ib
Xlesun. wax, lb
lients, new, cwt
Cauliflower, lb
Celery, homegrown, dos...
Cucumbers, h. h., dos
L,eaf lettuce, h. h., dos....
lettuce, head, dos
Onions, table, dos

44

.11
i.oo
. t oo
. 1.50 w 4.60
.25
.1
. .14
.16
. .H
4.00
. 3.50

.1 .07

.

.12.li

164
.65ljJ
. 1.50 il' 2.00
.

.25 'o .60
.b'JU l.U
.201$ .25
. 4. OUif 6 00
Onions, new, cwt- ,
MUI .10
Peas, new, Ib
16
. .12
t'eas, new. Telephone,
, i.Wit 7.00
Potatoes, new, cwt
.80411
.36
.
.
hothouse.
Kadishes, long
.60
Iladishes, round, hothouse. ., .40 t.UO
4.003)i
Turnips, new, cwt
,

.
,

lb..
i5j.
They Were Fishing In the Chimney,
Ashing for a pair of specs and the
soot has put many of them on our
HAY AMU CHAIN.
fuces."
farmers, f. o. b. Denver.
the
afternoon
Logan (Prices paid
Tuesday
8. bureau of Murknts.)
V.
Uy
Square lodge of the Kastern Star held Wheat, hard winter, cwt. .3.03.831s
2.45
a meeting In the Hanier building, and liaU, while Neb. No. 8, cwt.
3.25
Yellow corn. No. S, cwt...
lira. Benjamin W. Scholton reported Mixed
corn. No. 3, cwt..... 3.206 3.22V4
that her purse had been stolen. The liarley. No. J, cwt
2.60
Feed barley, cwt
Janitor, Alex ltaety, was suspected.
South Fark hay. No. 2, ton 35.00iir36.00
25.00
"Why should I steal?" he asked. Alfalfa, No. 1, ton, mostly.
s. 00
"My wife and I get f ISO for doing the (Straw, ton
Jaultor work. We have no rent to
FLOl'H AND SLliAll.
Uureau of
(Wholesale Trices by U.
pay, no fuel or light bills."
The detectives took his word for It. Wheat flour Markets.)
(In quarters.
halves and
sacks).
They went to the meeting room, and
$5.60S5.65
per cwt.
saw a trap door, through which one Cornmeal.
yellow and white, 4.204.30
per cwt
gained the roof. They asked the jan tSuuar,
10.06
granulated, per cwt..
itor If he had ever seen any boys on
IIIIIKS AND rtl.TS.
the roof. He bad seen George Crotz- man there.
Heaver Price Mat..
The police arrested him. They found
Dry Kllat Hldea.
340
a "talcum powder chamois" and tU'H Butcher, 16 lbs. and up
14o
Hutcher. under 16 lbs
In his pockets, and after a time he
12c
Fallen, all weights
20o
admitted he had stolen the purse. He Hulls and stags
160
Culls
the
down
had thrown the pocketbook
Dry salted hides, 6c per Ib. less.
to
Dry horsehldes
chimney.
price of green salted.
"I had a pair of eyeglasses In that
VUut Pelts.
purse," said Mrs. Scholton, "and they Wool pelts Dry
SSo
cost me $50."
Short wool pelts
lie
No. 1
22c
Hutcher
shearlings,
Which explains the fishing expedi14c
No. 2 and murrain' shearlinss
tion. It took the detectives half an Hucks. saddles snd pieces of pelts 20o
Salted
Etc.
ireea
Hldra,
hour to hook the pocketbook. And the
Heavy cured. No. 1 (over 25
lbs.)
glasses hadn't been broken.
l!0le
cured, No, t (over 16
Receive Only Two Bids.
"Yep," says Lally, "we hooked a Heavy
17018a
lbs.)
1
12o
No.
speckled
purse."
nulla.
Washington. (inly two definite bids
No. 2
Hulls,
were received hy the Navy pepartmeut
lOo
Glue hides and skins
18320o
for the construction of the remaining KANSAS MAN LIVES ON CORN Kip. No. 1
No. 2
Kip.
two of the ten supei dreadnoughts au
33 0350
Calf. No. 1
thorized hy Congress in 11116. The It Was Ten Years Ago and the Calf, No.
.210330
Partly cured hides, lc per lb. less
Newport News Shipbuilding and Pry
Court Pronounced Him
than cured.
iNK k Company offered to build one in
Green bides, to per Ib. less than
cured.
forty-fivmonths for $21,000,1 NX), and
reca lalted Hersvhldes.
the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporaweeks ago Ne. t
Burlington,
18.00
t 04)
tion one In forty months for
a complaint was filed la the probate No. I
7.00 0 6.00
otto.
Headless. 10c less.
court alleging that E. A. Whitley was
1.00 0 4.00
and glue
and asking that a Ponies
Oreen hides, 3o per lb. less tka
No Government Interference.
guardian be appointed. This was done. cured.
New York. 1'nlnterrupted
produc The guardian held a public sale to disMiscellaneous Markets.
tlon of "war
until the courts pose of the personal property of the
have passed iiMin the claim nf the estate which consisted largely of sevMetal Markets.
l'nited States Brewers' Association eral hundred bushels of corn which
Colorado settlement prices:
thnt the beverage, containing 2 per had been cribbed from eight to eleven
Bar silver, 11.05.
cent nlcohol, is nonlntoxicntlng, was years. It was fine grain when It whs
Copper, per pound, 1616Hc
bead. 15.26.
assured when Federal Judge Mayer cribbed, but the rats and weevil had
Hpelter, 16.00.
sold
an
at a big
granted
injunction restraining gov- worked on It It was
Tungsten, per unit, 17.50010.00.
ernment Interference with Its manufac discount.
ture.
This corn had been Whitley's prinChleas Live IIms,
cipal article of diet for a number of
Chteaare. Hogs Top, 121.21; bulk.
Aviator Is Acquitted.
years; he lived alone and would grind 121.00 0 21.20; heavy weight. 121.000
Ixmdon. It Is unofficially reported the corn In an old coffee mill and make 21.26; medium weight, $20.00021.26;
light weight, 120.660 21.25; light light.
which has been mush of It. He said there was no Iis.65020.86:
that the
heavy packing, sows,
He
12(13 0 20.60; packing sows,
much
nourishment.
as
with
F.dmond
O.
food
smooth,
Cliamberlnln
trying Capt.
ill.
7620.10;
pigs. 111.850
of San Antonio, Texas,. the aviator who Insisted that the "planets" predicted roush,
20.00.
claimed to have performed many thrill- there would be no more crops for years.
Cattle Choice and prime, til 500
11.00; medium and good, 81175016 76;
ing exploits over the (iennan lines, has He wanted to keep this grain.
111. 7514. 00: light weight,
common.
him
the
nf
first charge of
acquitted
good and choice, f 13.76tM6.7S; common and medium, $10.60014.00; butchperjury and forgery.
er cattle heifers, $8.250 15. 2S; cows.
Steals Man's Home;
IB.mS'ii.Biii t:anners ana cullers, 16.50
Permit Prisoners to Escape.
eyt.lS: vesl calves, light and hand
Rebuilt While Away
feeder steers.
weight, $13.76014.75:
Snbuiiki. The military governor of
stocker steers, $8,600
$10.26015.60;
13.75.
Saloiilki has made a statement to the
One year ago Alinnn Eaton
Athens agency that the Italian troopc
$4
Sheen Imbs.
Dounda
1nn
85 pounds up. 112. 769
$18.25014.76;
bought a house near Toledo, O.,
who were guarding Bulgarian prisoncommon.
and
14.64:
culls
H 004il2 snand figured if he bought keys
ers in Macedonia and Bulgaria have
wethsprings, $16,600)18.75:
for the doors It would be perers. $11.60013.00; ewes, yearling
K.oml uf the 0.000 Bulgarians
medium,
and choice. $10.00011.60; culls good
and
fectly safe. Eaton went to his
in their charge to escaM?.
common, $4.6003.76.
cottage a few days ago, after an
Cash Grata la Ckleaga.
absence of a year, only to disReply to German Note.
cover nothing but an empty lot.
IS?: No. 4 yellow. II Ull Vn c
Paris. A categoric negative reply
'
Thieves had taken everything
nominal.
to the German note on the economic
Oats No. I white, 700 71c: standard.
from the woodshed to the brick
effect on the peace terms was sent by
71071KC.
chimney.
Kye no. z, 61. si's.
the allied council to the Herman deleThe police state Eaton located
Barley $1.28 tg 1.2.
the
gation. The reply characterize
$(.000 12.00.
Timothy
his house rebuilt a mile from Its
Clover Nominal.
(iennan note as exaggerated and says
Pork Nominal.
original
place.
resting
that it indicates failure to appreciate
Lard $30.
Ribs $28,000 2$.76.
the enormity of the Germans' responsibility. The Germans are reminded
Prtee at tagar.
Needed Tabulator.
,1 HHI. t .
that "it is right that Germany, which
" - " 10.60;
' crushed. 10.25:
Columbus. Burglary here is so brisk Cut
mould.
. . loaf,
I
was responsible for the origin of these
.
. tic.. tr vir r eowaereo.
jt.
powdered, $.15; fine granulated
calamities, should make them good to the operatives evidently needed a tabu- 0.2: diamond
A.
(.00; confectioners' A.
lator. They stole aa adding machine and
the utmost of her capacity."
(.Ml: No. i, I $6.
from a local business-office- .
.

100-l-

Niirva-Petrogra-

two-thir-

one-ha- lf
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ujlto
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e

Kan.v-Seve-

feeble-minde-
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d

court-martin-
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Calemga PiaaWeg.
Steamer Strikes Iceberg.
Hutter Cnumurr
rtilcaza.
OS
Ha Was Real Rough.
St. Johns. The Donaldson liner
Crbans. nt When William Barn-har- t,
Eggs Firsts. 42 H 045c: ordinary
Cassandra, which struck an Iceberg
returned 'doughboy, decided to eluded.
43044H; storage packed
100 miles off Cape Race, has arrived "treat 'em
rough" It took two police-mefirsts.
extra, 46046hc.
here. Her forefoot was store in by
C-rmiiiTT aiit, iovis,
and half a dozen passers-bt
.......
.
vuiM,
a
v- ub .. .nacKea,
...
berg. The 4O0 passengers check htm. "I needed excitement." be iiMalfn
aaboard are all safe.
sales. Florida Spauldlng Rose, tio L.
,
explained.
,
$$.2606-7barrel: No. 1. $6.OO06.tO.t
Texas Vote Dry.
A DOOl of 8.000 nonnds of mohair
Gathered Up Remains.
Dallas, Tex. Returns . from 283
Columbus, O. "You went over only was sold at Lebanon. Ore- - for (VI cents
towns in the state from the general because yoa had to," remarked a big a pound, the highest price paid this
e
election give : For prohibition, 52.9M ; husky who didn't go over to a dis season for Oregon roohe tr." "The
1 34 rents above last season's
h
doughbey dur
against, 4.1.WI0. For woman suffrage, charged
51.7M ; against, 4651i
ing the parade. A police officer gath price.
ered up the remains.
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PRESIDENT SENDS

IB IESSAGE

S
i

FROMJUROPE

Address to Congress Is Read by
Regular Reading Clerk.
EXPLAINS

HIS STAY ABROAD

imperative Duty Make Absence of
Chief Executive Necessary Subject of Labor Unrest Dealt
With Exhaustively
Suggestions for Domestic
, Legislation.
Washington. May 20. For the first
time in history a message from the
president of tbe United States, cabled
from Europe, was read to tbe congress
today. It was as follows:
I
"Gentlemen of the Congress:
deeply regret my Inability to be present at the opening of tbe extraordinary session of tbe congress. It still
seems to be my duty to take part in
tbe counsel of tbe peace conference
and contribute what I can to the solution of the innumerable questions to
whose settlement it has had to address' itself; for they are questions
which affect tbe peace of the whole
world and from them, therefore, tbe
United States cannot stand apart. I
deemed It my duty to call tbe congress together at this time because it
was not wise to postpone longer tbe
provisions which must be made for
tbe Support of tbe government. Many
of the appropriations which are absolutely necessary for the maintenance
of the government and the fulfillment
of its varied obligations for the fiscal
have not yet been
year
made; the end of tbe present fiscal
year is at hand ; and action upon these
appropriations can no longer be prudently delayed. It Is necessary, therecall
fore, that I should Immediately
s
your attention to this critical need.
It Is hardly necessary for me to urge
that it may receive your prompt attention.
"I shall take the liberty of addressing you on my return on tbe subjects
which have roost engrossed our attention and the attention of tbe world
during those anxious months, since
tbe armistice of last November was
signed, the international settlements
which must form the subject matter
of the present treaties of peace and
of our national action In the Immediate future. It would be premature to
discuss them or to express a judgment about them before they are
brought to their complete formulation
by the agreements which are now being sought at the table of the conference. I shall hope to lay them before
you In their many aspects so soon as
arrangements have been reached.
Right of th Worker.
"The question which stands at the
front of all others In every country
amidst the present great awakening Is
tbe question of labor; and perhaps I
ran speak of it with as great advantage while engrossed In the consideration of Interests which affect all countries alike as I could at home and
amidst the interests which naturally
most affect my thought, because they
are the Interests of our own people.
"By the question of tabor I do not
mean the question of efficient Industrial production, the question of how
labor Is to be obtained and made effective In the great process of sustaining populations and winning success
amidst commercial and industrial
rivalries. I mean that much greater
and more vital question, how are tbe
men and women who do the daily labor of the world to obtain progressive
Improvement In the conditions of their
labor, to be made happier, snd to be
served better by the communities and
the Industries which their labor sustains and advances? How are they to
be given their right advantage as citizens and human beings?
"We cannot go any further In our
present direction. We have already
gone too far. We cannot live our right
life as a nation or achieve our proper
success as an Industrial community If
capital and labor are to continue to
be antagonistic Instead of being partners. If they are to continue to distrust one another and contrive how
they can get the better of one another,
or what perhaps amounts to the same
thing, calculate by what form and degree of coercion they ran manage to
extort on the one hand work enough
to make enterprise profitable, on the
other justice and fair treatment enough
to make life tolerable. That bad road
has turned out a blind alley. It Is no
thoroughfare to real prosperity. We
most find another, leading In another
direction and to a very different
It must lead not merely to accommodation, but also to a genuine
and partnership based
npon a real community of Interest and
participation In control.
"There Is now In fact a real community of Interest between capital and
labor, but It ha never been made evident In action. It can be made operative and manifest only on a new organization of Industry. Tbe genius of
onr business men and the sound, practical sense of oar workers can certainly
work such a partnership ont when once
tbey realize exactly what It Is that
they seek, and sincerely adopt a common purpose with regard to It
"Labor legislation lies, of coarse.
1919-192- 0

destl-aatio-

chiefly with the states; but the new
spirit and method of organization
which must be effected are not to be
brought by legislation so mucb as by
the common counsel and voluntary
of capitalist, manager and
workman. Legislation can go only a
very little way in commanding what
shall be done. The organization of Industry Is a matter of corporate and
Individual Initiative and of practical
business arrangement. Those who really desire a new relationship between
capital and labor can readily find a
way to bring it about; and perhaps
federal legislation can help more than
state legislation could.
Industrial Democratization.
"The object of all reform In this essential matter must be the genuine
democratization of industry, based upon a full recognition of the right of
tfiose who work, in whatever rank, to
participate In some organic way In
every decision which directly affects
their welfare or the part they are to
play In Industry. Some positive legislation is practicable. Tbe congress
has already shown tbe way to one reform which should be world-widby
r
establishing the
day as the
standard day in every field of labor
over which It can exercise control. It
haa sought to find the way to prevent
child labor and will, I hope and believe, presently find It It has served
the whole country by leading the way
in developing the means of preserving
and safeguarding life and health In
dangerous industries. It can now help
in tbe difficult task of giving a new
form and spirit to Industrial organization by
the several
agencies of conciliation and adjustment which have been brought Into ex
Istence by the difficulties and mistaken
policies of the present management of
industry, and by setting up and developing new federal agencies of advice
and Information which may serve as a
clearing house for tbe best expert'
ence and best thought on this great
matter, upon which every thinking
man must be aware that the future development of society directly depends.
Agencies of International counsel and
suggestion are presently to be created
In connection with the league of
In this very field ; but It Is nattonal action and the enlightened policy of Individuals, corporations and societies within each nation that must
bring about tbe actual reforms. Tbe
members of the committee on labor In
the two houses will hardly need sug
gestlous from m as to what means
they shall seek to make the federal
government the agent of the whole na
tion In pointing out, and If need be,
guiding the process of reorganization
and reform.
Duty to Returning Soldiers.
"I am sure that It Is not necessary
for me to remind that there la one
immediate and very practical question
of labor that we should meet In tbe
most liberal spirit. We must see to It
that our returning soldiers are assist
ed in every practicable way to find
the places for which they are fitted
In the dally work of this couutry.
This can be done by developing and
maintaining upon an adequate scale
the admirable organization created by
the department of lubor for placing
men seeking work ; and It can also be
done. In at least one very great field,
by creating new opportunities for In
dividual enterprise. The secretary of
tbe Interior has pointed out the way
by which returning soldiers may be
helped to find and take up lund In
the hitherto undeveloped regions of
the country which the federal government has already prepared or can
readily prepare for cultivation and
or negalso on many of the
lected areas which He within the limits of the older states; and I once
more take the liberty of recommending very urgently that his plana shall
receive the Immediate and substantial
support of the congress.
"Peculiar and very stimulating conditions await our commerce and Industrial enterprise In the Immediate
future. Unusual opportunities will
present themselves to our merchants
and producers la foreign markets, and
large fields for profitable Investment
will be opened to our free capital.
But It Is not only of that that I am
thinking; it Is not chiefly of that that
I am thinking. Many great Industries
prostrated by the war wait to be rehabilitated. In many parts of the
world where what will be lacking la
not brains or willing hands or organizing capacity or experienced aklll
but machinery and raw materials and
I believe that our business
capital.
men, our merchants, our manufacturers, and our capitalists will have the
vision to see thst prosperity In one
part of the world ministers to prosperity everywhere; thst there Is In a
very true sense a solidarity of Interest throughout the world of enterprise, and that our dealings with the
countries that have need of our products and our money will teach them
to deem us more thsn ever friends
whose necessities we seek In the light
wsy to serve.
Future Commerce.
"Our new merchant ships, which
have lu some quarters been feared aa
destructive rivals, may prove helpful
rivals, rather, and common servants
very much needed and welcome. Our
great shipyards, new and old. will he
so opened to the ase of the world
that they will prove immensely serviceable to every martime people In restoring, much more rapidly than
would otherwise have been possible,
the tonnage wantonly destroyed In tbe
wsr. I have only to suggest that there
are many points at which we can
facilitate American enterprise In for
elgn trade by opportune leglslatJot
and make It easy for American merchant ships where tbey will be wet- eight-hou-
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POINT could be bers apparently, and all most
be shared with the two younger brothmall Girl Looked at Baby Brothera ers of the family.
One morning she learned of the adArrival With Some Degree of
vent of a third brother. Sbe received
Dissatisfaction.

FROM

A

FINANCIAL

Grownups hardly appreciate how
deeply their talk of money sinks Into
the mind of a child. In the strenuous
Income taxes one
days of wsr and was
told over and
small girl of aix
over again that she could not have
this or that because tbey "couldat
mttarA it." Nothing she really wanted

tbe new la thoughtful silence. Then
grandma came Into tbe nursery saying.
"Jane, wouldn't yon like to see baby
brother?" Aa unattractive Httlt pink
creature lay in bis basket.
With a disapproving glance at brother No. S. Jane turned to ask severely;
"Mamma, do yon think we could afford
this?" New Tort Evening Son.

corned

'

as friends rather than as

dreaded antagonists.
America has a
great and honorable service to perform In bringing the commercial
and Industrial undertakings of the
world back to their old scope and
swing again, and putting a solid
structure .of credit under them. Our
legislation should be friendly to such
.
plans and purposes.
"And credit and enterprise alike will
be quickened by timely and helpful
legislation with regard to taxation. I
hope that the congress will find It possible to undertake an early reconsideration of federal taxes. In order to
make our system of taxation more simple and easy of administration and the
taxes themselves as little burdensome
ss they can be made and yet suffice
to support the government and meet
all Its obligations.
The figures to
which these obligations have arisen
are very great Indeed, but they are not
so great as to make It difficult for the
nation to meet them, and meet them,
perhaps. In a single generation, by
taxes which will neither crush nor discourage. They are not so great as
they seem, not sq great as the Immense sums we have had to borrow,
added to the Immense sums we have
had to raise by taxation, would seem
to Indicate; for a very large proportion of these sums were raised In order
that they might be loaned to the governments with which we were associated In the war, and those loans will,
of course, constitute assets, not liabilities and will not have to be taken
care of by our
Equitabls Taxation.
'The muln thing we shall have to
care for Is that our taxation shall rest
as lightly as possible on the productive
resources of the country, that Its rates
shall be stable, and that It shall be
constant In Its
power. We have found the main sources
from which It must be drawn. I take
it for granted that Ita mainstays will
henceforth be the Income tax, the excess profits tax and the estate tax. All
these can be so adjusted to yield constant and adequate returns and yet
not constitute a too grievous burden
on the taxpnyec
A revision of the Income tax has already been provided for
by the act of 1918, but I think you will
find that further changes can be made
to advantage both In the ratea of the
tax and In the method of Its collection.
Tbe excess profits tax need not long
be maintained at the rates which were
necessary while the enormous expense
of the wsr had to be borne; but It
should be made the basis of a permanent system which will reach undue
profits without discouraging the enterprise and activity of our business men.
The tax on Inheritances ought, no
doubt, to be reconsidered In Its relation to the fiscal systems of the several states, but It certainly ought to
remain a permanent part of the fiscal
system of the federal government also.
"Many of the minor taxes provided
for In the revenue legislation of 1917
and 1918, though no doubt made necessary by the pressing necessities of the
war time, can hardly find sufficient
justification under the easier circumstances of peace, and can now happily
be got lid of. Among these, I hope you
will agree, are the excises upon various manufactures and the taxes upon
retail sales. They are unequal In the
Incidence on different Industries and
on different Individuals. Their collection Is difficult and expensive. Those
which are levied upon articles sold at
retail are largely evaded by the readjustment of retail prices. On the other
hand, I should assume that it Is expedient to maintain a considerable
range of Indirect taxes; and the fact
that alcoholic liquors will presently
no longer afford a source of revenue
by taxation makes It the more necessary that the field should be carefully
restudled In order that equivalent
sources of revenue may be found
which It will be legitimate, and not
burdensome, to draw upon. But you
have at band In the treasury department many experts who can advise
you upon the matters much better than
I can. I can only suggest the lines of
a permanent and workable system,
and the placing of the taxes where
they wilt least hamper the life of tbe
revenue-yieldin-

g

people.

"There Is, fortunately, no occasion
for undertaking In the Immediate future, any general revision of our system of Import duties. No serious danger of foreign competition now threatens American Industries. Our country
has emerged from the war less disturbed snd less weakened than any of
the European countries which are our
competitors In manufacture. So far
from there being any danger or need
of accentuated foreign competition. It
Is likely that the conditions of the
next few years will greatly facilitate
the marketing of American manufactures abroad. Least of all should we
depart from the policy adopted In the
tariff act of 1913. of permitting the
free entry Into the United States of
tbe raw materials needed to supplement and enrich our own abundant
supplies.
Tariff Revision.
"Nevertheless, there are parts of our
tsrlff system which need prompt at
tention. The experiences of the wsr
have made It plain that In some cases
too great reliance on foreign supply Is
dangerous, and that In determining
certais) parts of our tariff policy do
mestic considerations mast be borne
In mind which are political as well as
economic.
Among the Industries te
which special consideration should he
given Is that of the manufacture of
dyestuffs and related chemicals. Our
complete dependence upon German
supplies before tbe war made the Interruption of trade a cause of exceptional economic disturbance.
Tbe
close relation between the manufacon
the one band,
turer of dyestuffs.
and of explosives and poisonous gases.

on tbe other, moreover, baa given the

Industry an exceptional significance
and value. Although tbe United States
will gladly and unhesitatingly join In
the progress of International disarmament, it will, nevertheless, be a policy
of obvious prudence to make certain
of the successful maintenance of many
chemical
strong and
plants. The German chemical Industry, with whicb we will be brought
into competition, was and may well be
again, a thoroughly knit monopoly
capable of exercising competition of a
peculiarly Insidious and dangerous
kind.
"Tbe United States should, moreover, have the means of properly protecting Itself whenever our trade Is
discriminated against by foreign
In order that we may be assured
of that equality of treatment which
we hope to accord and to promote the
world over. Our tariff laws aa they
now stand provide no weapon of retaliation In case other governments
should enact legislation unequal in Its
bearing on our products as compared
with the products of other countries.
Though we are as far as possible from
desiring to enter upon any course of
retaliation, we must frankly face the
fact that hostile legislation by other
nations Is not beyond the rnnge of
possibility, and that It may have to he
met by
This subject has, fortunately, been exhaustively Investigated by the United Stutes
tariff commission. A recent report of
that commission makes very clear that
we lack and that we ought to have the
Instruments necessary for the assurance of equal and equitable treatment.
The attention of the congress has been
called to this matter on past occasions,
and the past measures which are now
recommended by the tariff commission
are substantially the same that have
been suggested by previous administrations. I recommend that his phase
of the tariff question receive the early
attention of the congress.
"Will you not permit me. turning
from these matters, to speak once
more, and very earnestly, of the proposed amendment to the constitution
which would extend the suffrage to
women and which passed the house of
representatives at the last session of
congress? It seems to me that every
consideration of justice and of public
advantnge calls for the Immediate
adoption of that amendment and Its
submission forthwith to the legislatures of the several states. Throughout all the world this long delayed extension of the suffrage Is looked for;
In the United 8tates longer, I believe
than anywhere else, the necessity for
It, and the Immense advantage of It to
the national life, has been urged and
debated, by women and men who saw
the need for It and urged the policy of
It when it required steadfast courage
to be so much beforehand with the
common conviction ; and I, for one,
covet for our country the distinction
of being among the first to act In a
great reform.
Telegraph and Telephone.
"The telegraph and telephone lines
will of course, be returned to their
owners so soon as tbe retransfer can
be effected without
administrative
confusion, so soon that Is, as the
change can he made with least possible Inconvenience to the public and to
the owners themselves. The railroads
will be handed over to their owners at
the end of the calendar year; if I were
In lmmedlnte contact with the administrative questions which must govern
the retransfer of tbe telegraph and
telephone lines. I could name the exact date for their return also. Until
I am In direct contact with the practical questions Involved I can only suggest in the case of the telegraphs and
telephones, ss In the case of the railways. It Is clearly desirable In the public Interest
that some legislation
should be considered which may tend
to make of these Indispensable Instrumentalities of our modern life a uniform and
system which
will afford those who use them as complete and certain means of communication with all parrs of the couutry as
has so long been afforded by the postal
system of the government, and at
rates as uniform and Intelligible. Expert advice Is, of course, available In
this very practical matter, and the
public Interest Is manifest. Neither
the telegraph nor the telephone serv.
Ice of the country can be said to be In
any sense a national system. There
are many confusions and Inconsistent
cles of rates. The scientific means by
which communication by such Instrumentalities could be rendered more
thorough and satisfactory has not been
made full use of.
"The demobilization of the military
forces of the country has progressed
to such a point that It seems to me en
tirely safe now to remove the ban upon the manufacture and sale of wine
and beers, but I am advised that with
out further legislation I have not the
legal authority to remove the present
I therefore recommend
restrictions.
that the act approved November 21,
1918. entitled "An act to enable the
secretary of agriculture to carry out
during the fiscal year ending June 30,
1919, the purpose of the act entitled
"An act to provide further for the national security and defense by stimulating agriculture and facilitating the
distribution of agrcultural pproducts."
and for other pupoee, be amended or
repealed In so far aa It applies to
wines and beers.
"I sincerely trust that I shsll very
soon be at my post In Washington
matters
again to report upon the
which made my presence at the peace
table apparently Imperative, and to
conput myself at the service of the
gress la every matter of administra-detion or counsel that may seem to
mand executive action or advice.
"WOODROW WILSON."
counter-legislatio-

Douglas Halg. saying: "We have our
backs to the wall.
Tbe war cabinet received this news
British Statesmen, In Urgent Need,
Then a member said:
In
silence.
to
AskHeaven
Send Up Appeal
"Well. It has come to this Bow, heaving far Aid.
en help as."
The prime minister said : "Yes. thst
Rev. Samuel Chsdwlck, presiding at
the anniversary meeting of the Birm- Is Just where we are. It Is beavea
help as. so let as ask heaven."
ingham Weftleyaa mission In New Central hall. Birmingham, the other day,
"Probably for tbe first time In Brittold bow the war cabinet resolved It- ish history a war cabinet meeting was
self Inte a prayer meeting at one crit- turned Into a prayer meeting," conContinental
cluded Mr. Chadwlck.
ical stage of the war.
A message came through from Sir edition of the London Mail.
PRAYER AT CABINET MEETING
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BANDIT PAROLED
FOR THIRD TiME
Henry Starr, Oklahoma Highway
man, 1$ Freed From
Prison.

WIFE

GETS

HIM

OUT

Notorious Indian Desperado of South,
west Gains Freedom Through Un.
tiring Efforts of His Mate Is
Changed Man.
Tulsa, Okla. Henry Starr, Oklaho
ma's notorious Indian bandit, has been
released from the stute penitentiary
after serving four years of a
sentence.
Twice before the prison doors have
swung open before the term of the
Cherokee highwayman was over, but
each time be drifted back Into old
lanes.
Starr's parents were
members of the Cherokee nation, his
father a
and bis mother
quarter Indian. The boy attended
Cherokee school until he was eleven.
Ills futher died and his mother mar
ried again when he was thirteen
Young Sturr disagreed with his step
futher and left home. That was the
start of bis trouble.
Slew an Officer.
In 11102, the express office at Nowata
was robbed. One of the robbers rode
(
into a wire fence
and was thrown. The
horse was found with a saddle which
Henry Starr had borrowed from a
friend. A few weeks later Starr returned to Nowata. When Floyd Wilson, deputy marshal, attempted to arrest him, the young Cherokee shot aud
killed the officer.
Ho escuped, but was caught later
and taken to Fort Smith, Ark., tried
anil sentenced to be banged, but was
given a new trial. After nearly two
years he was sentenced to 13 years lu
the federal penitentiary at Columbus, O.
When Starr had served eight of the
thirteen years of his sentence he was
pardoned by President Roosevelt.
During the eight years' Incarceration
Starr devoted himself to reudlng, specializing particularly in law. He an- g
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Had led our patriot sires:
last night of the grand reWhose face was turned to the sleepview
In Washington's chiefest avenue-T-wo
ing camp,
hundred thousand men In Afar through the river's fog and damp,
That showed no flicker, nor waning
blue,
I think
lamp.
they said was the number--Till
I aeemed to hear their
Nor wasted bivouac fires.
tramping
feet,
The bugle blast and the drum's quick And I saw a phantom army come,
With never a sound of fife or drum,
beat,
The clatter of hoofs In the stony street. But keeping time to a throbbing hum
Of wailing and lamentation.
The cheers of people Who came to
The martyred heroes of Malvern Hill,
greet,
And the thousand details that to re- Of Gettysburg and Chancellorsvitle,
The men whose wasted figures fill
peat
Would only my verse encumber
The patriot graves of the nation.
Till I fell in a reverie, sad and sweet,
And then to a fitful slumber.
Ant there came the nameless dead
the men
When, lo! In a vision I seemed to Who perished in fever swamp and fen,
The slowly starved of the prison pen;
stand
And, marching beside the others.
In the lonely Capitol. On each hand
Far stretched the portico, dim and Came the dusky martyrs of Pillow's
fight,
grand,
Ita columns ranged like a martial band With limbs enfranchised and bearing
bright!
Of sheeted specters, whom some comI thought
perhaps 't was the pale
mand
moonlight
Had called to a last reviewing.
They looked as white as their
And the streets of the city were white
brothers!
and bare;
No footfall echoed across the square;
And so all night marched the Nation's
But out of the misty midnight air
dead.
I
heard in the distance a trumpet
With never a banner above them
blare,
spread,
And the wandering night winds seemed
Nor a badge, nor a motto brandished;
to bear
No mark save the bare uncovered
The sound of a far tattooing.
head
Of the ailent bronze Reviewer;
Then I held my breath with fear and
With never an arch saved the vaulted
dread;
sky;
For into the square, with a brazen
With never a flower save those that lie
tread,
On the distant graves for love could
There rode a figure whose stately head
buy
O'erlooked the review that mornNo gift that was purer or truer.
ing;
That never bowed from Its firm-se- t
So all night long swept the stnnje
seat
array,
When the living column passed Its So all night long till the morning gray
feet,
I watched
for one who had passed
Yet now rods steadily up the street
away,
To the phantom bugle's warning:
With a reverent awe and wonder-- Till
a blue cap waved In the length'ning
Till It reached the Capitol Square, and
line,
wheeled,
And I knew that one that waa kin of
And there in the moonlight stood remine
vealed
Had come; and I spake and lol that
A
form that in atate and
sign
field
Awakened me from my slumber.
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TWENTY YEARS AFTER
Reunion of Officers of High Rank,
Each of Whom Had Thought
the Other Dead.
T one time during

the

bat-

tle of Gettysburg (ieneral
Cordon of Georgia had
charged across Rock creek
and reached the summit
of a hill now known us
Harlow's knoll, lie observed n Union officer of
high rank lying on the
cround. He dismounted.
iSj?.'
and finding the officer was
Ieneral Harlow be asked If he could
lo anything for lilm.
Harlow declared
that he wus dying, and expressed a
w tsh to see his wife before death
came. General Gordon rode away and
ill soil tcbed a messenger to Mrs. liar
low, who was staying at the hleventh
mnia heiiilntiarters. She was con
ducted through the Confederate lines,
and found her hushnnd still alive on
the field. She had hlra taken to the
Bender home near by, where by ber
careful nursing he
Twenty
years after the bat- General Gor
don and General
Rarlow met at a
nquet In Wash
ington.
Are you any re
lation to General
Rarlow who was
killed at Gettys- -

jj

i!-iA-

Shot and Killed the Officer.

noimced that he Intended to settle
down on bis farm near here and try to
obtain a degree as a lawyer. He married, and when a son was born he
named hlin Roosevelt.
However, not long afterward. In
l!sK, Sturr was arrested In Colorado
and convicted of the Atnityville bank
robbery of a year before. Again he
was Imprisoned and again he became
a model prisoner and eventually won
a purole.
It was In the double hank robbery by
the Starr gang at Stroud, Okla., In
l'.tl.", that the outlaw leader reapshotpeared. A boy with a sawed-of- f
gun shot him and he was raptured. A
sentence followed his plea of
guilty.
Starr's recent parole was obtained
through the efforts of his wife, who
has supported herself by teaching
school, and those of his son, and a former United States marshal.
A quiet, straight standing man of
General
forty-five- .
Starr looks out on life with burgr
asked.
ordon
less fire than he did .15 years ago, hie
"Yes, I am the
friends say, but with a philosophy that man."
answered
can only mean success.
Barlow. "Are you any relation to the
General Gordon who was reported
IN EAST dead at Oettysburgr
TYPHUS SPREADS
General Gordon was under the ImMenacing In Poland, Russia, Serbia pression that Harlow had died soon
and Macedonia, Red Cross
after he left him on the field, and as
Learns.
there was a General Gordon of the
Confederate army killed each thought
Cannes. Orave reports relative to the other dead.
the progress of typhus fever In eastern Poland, Russia, Serbia and MaceTaught Lesson of Patriotism.
donia were received at the Red Cross
What the men of "61 did for their
conference here from Red Cross agents
what It la the duty of every
In those countries. Experts on typhus country,to do In case of need, has been
patriot
who were present formed a committee set forth by men before whom the
to advise the organization as to means
of the past rises like a dream.
for combating the disease, forecasting memory
of the heroes who w ben
The
examples
a new organization within the Red
forces struggled for the overtitan
Cross.
throw of the Union went forth to
Reports from agents gave experts battle for Its preservation and overthe Impression that the situation was came all its foea and handed down
even more serious than was stated In
the
heritage of liberty under
messages received, but that proper the precious
aegis of the Constitution, for the
measures would probably prevent the
of those who followed. Is
disease from spreading to Italy, blessing
still revered and has the potency of
and
America.
France, England
fuInspiring exalted patriotism In the
ture.
Found 47 Bottles.
Macomb, III. Straws not only show
For One Common Memorial Day. which way the wind blows, but someIs a general observance of
There
times perform other functions. Policeof November as a
Thursday
last
the
man Purdora says. He looked under
In all or almost all
day
Tbanksgtvlng
a heap In Ben Rarnes' automobile and
the states.. If different days were set
fonnd 47 bottles.
Mess-n- r
apart for rendering thanks for
received during the year, of
Husbands Beware.
of gratitude to God
the
Kansas City, Mo. Husbands, he-- course be inspirit
but woull sot
evidence,
would
ware! It cost David Thunnan fifty
effect I veness. as an inspiration of
"bocks" to spank his wife. "A hob- it.
be weaker than If there
nailed shoe is no weapon for a man thanksgiving
srere one common day? Exchange.
to apply to his wife." ruled Judge
Fleming.

ON MEMORIAL

DAY.

Found hlKh on the hill, in the valley,
d
Ann dotting- the
plain.
Today let us olenmly rally
To deck the fair graves Qf the alain.
While duty and valor men cherian,
While devotion la dear to the race.
In no aire ahull their memory perish;
In our hearts it must hold drat place.
Urlng garlanda, twine wreaths and far
flowers,
Urlnit the flag that tliey died to Uphold;
In the splendor nf May tie It ours
To aee their great alory retold.
For the freedom which Washington,
founded.
The law that blends Justice with pea e.
Through them won a future untiounded.
And a- triumph that cannot decrease.

THE FLAG OF OUR COUNTRf
Henry Ward Beecher's Eloquent
ute to the Majesty of the
Stars and Stripes.

Trib-

A thoughtful mind, when It sees i
nation's Hug, sees not the ting only, but
the nation Itself, and, whatever maybe Its symlHils, Its insignia, It tea is
chiefly In the ting the government, the
principles, the truths, the hislotv
which belong to tbe natiou that sets
It forth.
This nation has a banner, and wherever It streamed ubroud men saw daybreak bursting oil their eyes, for the
America ii ring has been the symlsjl of
liberty, and men rejoiced iu It. Not
another ting on the globe lias such an
errand or went forth upon the sea carrying everywhere tbe world around
such hope for the captive and such
It
glorious tidings. The stars
were to the pining nations like Uie
morning stars of God, ami the stripes
Uon It were the beams of morning
light. And wherever the Aug comes
and men behold It they i In Its sacred blazonry no rampant Hon and
fierce eaie. hut only light, and every
fold significant of liberty.
Let us then twine each thread of the
glorious tissue of our country's flag
about our heartstrings, and. looking
upon our homes and catching the spirit
that breathe ujMin us from the battlefields of our fathers, let us resolve.
come weal or woe, we will In life and
death stand by the Stars and Stripes,
Henry Ward Heecher.

iin

The Men ef 61.
37 years ago was not
Memorial day. The men whose fam
and prowess we now mneiufcer wer
then In circling ramps and oa hettl
lines and enveloped In tbe rofflug du- -t
of southward marches. Today,
than five decades have passe I
we see them as veoerable men. son
limping, some maimed, some belplee
under old wounds eome. thank beaten! still rugged and eager; not thi
day In 52 they were for the Hint:
part boys mere boys of whom 2.1."3
7W were under 21 years of age. an
1.IM.4.1H under IS years of ag.
from country mill and farm .
front tbe crossroads and the Tillage,
from the seminaries and tbe city aa
army of the nations Touth. sn youthful Indeed that M4.H enlisted ander
the are of Id years! IWhold them today, those who survived tbe singing
bullet and the ravages of disease
behold tlM-today with a half a ret
tnry 114 upon their shoulders, aa i
added to the harden of the great wa. .
tbe struggle of a MeOmm.
t
May Sn. IHtm

afte-mo-
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where it i joined on to the recently
finished new walk running along the
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The jewelry business of Dr. A. B.
Fairb nlca has been purchased by Dr
E. K Bigelow. He expects to add a
of everything
complete aew stock
iewrlrv
in hf rfniiriit in a first-claBERNALILLO
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He
will
kind.
of
any
repair work
Arrived Unescorted at Pea
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m his profession of OptometrDan Pipkin, oi Gallup, arrived in continue
vian. Raton Reporter.
Frank Stapbn, Receiver
Santa Fe the latter part of last week ist-Opt
to begin a terra of one or two years
The store building which has for
He was
ui the State Penitentiary.
been occupied by the well
matter at the post officr at Santa Fe, New Mex- convicted in the district court at years
Entered as second-clas- s
known and popular Nuttmft drug
Albuquerque of assultinR with a store of Raton
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),fre of thirty-seveis about complete and
whn he moves his family and home the company
foundation work wiJJ commence
RAILROAD DEFICITS CROWING. sert himself in the halls of Congress to Santa Fe. Mr. Saint is now chief this week Springer Times.
land get back to the idea of borne commissioner, his position requiring
Railroad business does not how rule.
jhis residence ill the state rnaital.
Lumber company will
The
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A Home Company
When you buy Hncino Basin Oil
your are not

&

Refining Company Stock

"Wlid-Catting- ".

WE HAVE 120 ACRES IN THREE TRACTS 80 ACRES ARE
NEAR ELECTRA, 20 EAST OF IOWA PARK AND 20 SOUTH
OF IOWA PARK, IN THE PRODUCING TEXAS OIL FIELDS
ALL SURROUNDED BY BIG PAY WELLS. THE DAILY
PRODUCTION OF THIS NORTH TEXAS OIL FIELD IS NOW
WE ALSO HAVE 12,000 ACRES MOSTLY
127,000 BARRELS.
IN TORRANCE COUNTY, NEW MEXICO.

OUR AIM IS DEVELOPMENT ON A CONSERVATIVE BASIS
With our holdings distributed as they are, we can hardly miss getting oil on some of them. We will not wildcat fn New Mexico at this
time, but will save our big acreage for later when we can afford a
big chance. Our first aim is development in proven fields. There

is always a chance to miss, but we will drill a number of holes so as

to be sure to geF oil in some of them.

WHAT WE ARE AND WHAT WE EXPECT TO DO

We arc a New Mexico corporation, and expect to continue business. We are not organized to do a certain amount of work and
then leave our stockholder scattered and unorganized as has been
the case with some companies. The big oil companies of today
started just as we are starting, ami we expect to build as they have
built. Send in your application at once. Don't wait until it is too
late, and after a few years tell your'friends what an opportunity you
,
slip.
b-- t

-

I

OUR TERMS
Stock is par, $1 .00 per share. Pay fifty per cent with application, and balance when we have production in paying quantities.
When production is secured, if you are not able to pay your balance
you will not lost? it; we will issue you stock for the amount paid, or
you may allow your dividends to remain with the company until
your subscription is paid in full. If we did not have confidence in
our proposition, we would not offer you there terms.
C. L. Creighton, President, Encino, N. M.
W. C. Pinnell, Secretary, Encino, N. M.
H. A. Ballard, Treasurer, Santa Fe, N. M.

.

1

j

ENCINO

Ft

A SIN

OIL

&

REFINING CO

.

Santa Fe, New Mexico,
fur
.
Eirtlnsfd find $
shares of
the capital stock of the ENCINO BASIN OIL & REFINING COMPANY at $1.00 per
This re.tiftanee
share, fully paid and
payment in full for 50 per cent
i
'"V""
s
pr your advertisement.
,
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Buy Tires of .Known Quality
Tbe sttady usefulness of your car depends on good tires.
Economy depends on good tires.
United States Tires are good tires. That's
why we handle
them. Take do chances with unknown quality. Buy United
States Tires,
for their proved dependatiliry,
lor their oft demonstrated economy.
We can provide ycu with United State Tires to meet
your
peeds exactly.
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United States Tires
are Good Tires
know United States Tires are good tires.

That's why we

sell them.

Martin's Tire Shop, Santa Fe
Bernalillo Mercantile Co., Domingo
Bond & Nohl Mercantile Co.,
A. Gifford, Espanola
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Franklin Feed and Fuel company, at
El Paso, Tex. Manager Hubert reports a steady increase in orders
since the close of the war, and the
mill at Globe is now running three-shift- s
of eight hours each

Carlsbad

Argiis.

Earl Whitaker and Lee Glasscock
sold 2300 head of ewes last week, the
consideration paid being about
or more than $8.50 per head-H- ope
Press.

$20,-00- 0,

J. C. Welty was in from his goat
ranch on Four Mile and reports the
flocks doing nicely. Mr. Welty also informed us that he had dug two
wells on that ranch, the first being
only 15 feet deep and was now pumping 3 gallons per minute. Hope
Press.
Fifteen cars of cattle were loaded
at Red Btuif, last week, consigned
to J. V. Irving, at Perco, Texas. They
were purchased from Sid Kyle, at
Pecos.
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OPERATION

OF

A ROAD DRAG

Principal Factor Is Skill on Cart of
Operator Suggestions Given
as Guide,

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
It.
to
him
me
wunted
She
to
tell
dured.
"Don't look so unhappy, dearest," wns stundlng. Silent, it wus supposed, for her resentment. Nine, ten, eleven ! me
You were not going
The principal factor In successfully
deny
How dared he treut her so? She blew you were going.
13
You were running Kor he would deny it? She wondered operating a properly constructed road
whispered the in an ut her side. "I'm wus bringing in his train.
if he were angry, but she could not drag, provided that the condition of
Above the distant Jugged line of out the lumps when she found that she away from me?"
The White Night.
going to make you huppy, dear!"
She Hushed a brtlllunt, finished smile mountains rose a red hull. A new day was shuking with anger and undressed
"You know thut I love you! I have look at him.
the road Is favorable. Is skill on the
"Lord, I'm tired." Kfi 'liiii-i- j Ulckard,
The minutes, dragging like weighted part of the operator. Such skill can
stumbling into tump, wet to the .skin, lit him. Yes, she was proud of til id. began. And again the Itragon rose; a In the dark. She could not see him, been waiting for this minute, this
not
He
was
or
sutisllinl
sense
her
of rotuunce,
mountain of water came rolling dam if he came now, her
going be obtained only by intelligent expert-enc- e
all woman, all these lonely years."
"Hon't you sny letters to uie, Mac.
hours, told her thut he
I'm going to lied. Tell Ling I don't would, later, when she wus uway from ward.
gone! But she could not go to bed.
la the use of the drag, and no
Her head she kept turned from him. to answer her. It came to ber then
Three trains ran steaming on the She stood In her durkened tent, shaken He could not see the little maternal that she would never know whether rules can be laid down which would
want any dinner. He'll want to fuss here, a dull pain pricking ut her dellb-i- i
or
rails.
by her angry passions.
enable an inexperienced operator to
smile that ran around the curves of Gerty's story were wholly false!
something. I dou't want to Kee ernte planning. Godfrey found her
"Don't stop now to blast the big
Ills
young, ounn nni distracting.
Suppose that he were only trifling her mouth. Those yeurs, filled to the partly true. She knew, then, that no produce
food."
results. The folones.
lift'
been
had
I'our 'em on !" ordered Rickard. with her? What was that paper he bad brim with stern work, had not" been wheedling,
wife's or sweetheart's. lowing suggestions are intended, therehungry, too; the wife,
The day, confused and jumhled.
In
in
There was a long wait before any thrust
her hand? With a candle lonely. Lonely moments he hud had, would tease that stor.- from him. It fore, to serve rather as a guide to the
Cunadu somewhere, had
huru.-across his eyeballs; n turmoil up there
nf hustle uuil hurry of insurrection. He never understood him. Godfrey was rock fell. Marshall and Kiekard wait she found the yellow paper. It was that was ull.
did not belong to him.
Judgment Uian as a criterion to be
a
copy of a telegram to Godfrey's lawHis silence frightened her Into
Imd made a swift stand against that. ambitious, ambitious as she wus. She ed for the pour. The whistles blew
followed.
for me?" He stopped, and
"Nothing
would be his wife; she would see the again.
Then thev saw what was yer. "Start divorce proceedings at
He was to .he minded to the last
Under ordinary circumstances the
her face him, by tuklng both of tlculuteness. He must not think that
once.
Back her hands In his.
Any grounds possible.
wrong. The morning light showed
It was not that. In position of the bitching link on the
f them, or anyone would go, his cities of the world with him, the welshe was foolish
threat including the engineers. Silent, comed wife of fiodfrcy; she would rock weighing several tons which was soon. Gislfrey."
She would not look at him yet. Itself, she meant. me woras jostien draw chain should be such that Uie
The frightened blood resumed its would not meet the look which
Irish, Wooster. Hardin himself. This share the plaudits his wonderful voice resisting the efforts of the pressing
always one another In their sort swtrt rusn. runuers wilt make an angle of from
crew. Out of Hie gloom sprang other normal flow. If he had done this for
60 to 75 degrees with the center line
was no time for factions, for leader won.
He he had made a mistake once
His eves were on her now, she knew, figures wltli crowbars. The rock tot her then she hud not lost him. An apHe had liked the sort of woman of the road, or, in other words, a skew
feeling.
The river tossed It as parent elopement, why had she never
In bed, the day with Its Irritations questioning, not quite sure of her. She tered, fell.
he hud thought Gerty was. She her- angle nf from 15 to 30 degrees. It la
worried him yesterday because though it were a tennis ball, sent It thought of that before? Thut would
fell away. He could see now the step
self was not like the real Gerty any apparent that by shifting the position
ahead that bad been taken; the last sl"' would not pledge herself to marry hurtling down the lower face of the cement their bond. Her scruples could
more than she was like the other, the of the bitching link the angle of skew
e
man-uggrow on the road. Oh, she could
" "' such ror His livorce. Mie dam.
woman that did not exist. He would muy be increased or diminished as the
resile wa
done; the
r 'i him to ask her
Godfrey! She would go with him.
that after the
well mi ; b
Things began to go wild. The men
And that they did not think alike, be- conditions require.
railed that going some!
When dragging
He felt pleasantly languid, but not yet courts hail set him free. She could were growing reckless.
They were She remembered thut she must go tc
lieve ullke, that there were differ- immediately over ruts or down the
bed If she were to have any looks In
not have him sure of her.
mistakes
the
toward
over
His
wandered
sagging
exhaustion;
ences
center of the road after the sides have
sleepy.
thought
An exclamation from him recalled were made. Another rock, as heavy as the morning.
"Aren't you making something out been dragged, it la usually preferable
reeling camp. And then lanes Hardin
When
afnext
to
her.
came
her
She
no
found
he
was
was
the
the
Godfrey
that
towurd
worked
edge,
longer
to
last,
him.
aiue
of nothing, Innes?"
to have the bitching link at the center
Not herself, but as a soft little staring at her; his eyes were fixed on Men were thick about it with crow ternoon, penitent, refreshed after a
That voice could ulways chide her of the chain and to run the drag witha
long
the
found
he
a
which
over
concerted
bars.
One
morning's
structure
cluttered
hurried.
around
sleep,
trembling
They
Ihoiiglit which came ci plug
Into silence! Her speech lay
out skew. When the principal purladen with rock, was effort, drawing hack ns the rock top churmlng hostess. She was shy about
Ihe corner of his dreams. She hail "battleship,"
In ruins, her words like useless broken pose of the drugging is to Increase the
his
distant
telegram.
too
was
man
over
One
wus
Enehantingly
the
pled
edge.
bricks fulling from the wall she
crown of the roud, the drag should be
there, of course, all day, tucked creeping.
"I want to stay with you, you know slow, or too tired. He slipped. The w hen he tried to reach her hand
in bis mind, as though In his
'i way
building.
sufficiently skewed to discharge all
"I
can't
cried.
he
without
go
that
of
you,"
dearest.
It
Hut
on
doesn't
flash
a
saw
feel right watchers
the hank
me back to
mini- - waiting tor him t
He took her liund und led her to
materiul as rapidly as it is collected
He
had
to
of
discovered
her
see
them
all
a
Interpretation
working like niggers waving arms, heard a cry; they had
icr, weary from the pricks of the day.
pile of rock the river had not eaten. on the runners. On the other band, if
The way lie would come llollle to her, and me loafing here. You don't mind?" glimpse of u blackened face as the his telegram and It delighted him; he
He pulled her down beside him.,
depressions occur In the road surface,
to
own
believe
his
In
begun
Intention.
Hi,
She foam caught It. The waters closed
no, (ierty did not mind!
Not hearing
"Isn't It true, with us?"
Mime day.
the skew may perhaps be advantageplease
"I
You
You
know.
ull.
from
shrink
it
was
She was going over Iti 111.
tired, anywuy
'lis burdens to her, be did not believe
"It is, with me," hreuthed Innes. ously reduced to a minimum, thus endread
the
You
will
!
thut
free
to
back
you.
her ti nt
steps
There was a hush of horror; a halt
!n Hint, but asking her diversions. ConTheir voices were low us though they abling the operator to deposit the maHe thrust a yellow paper Into her
"God himself couldn't save that poor need me beside you to help you. Let's
tentment spread her soft wings over
were In church
terial which collects in front of the
cut
the
!"
knot.
hands. "I sent that off today. I'or- devil," cried Marshall.
Tonight
"Have the
Illlll.
"And you think is isn't, with me!" runners at such points as he desires
He tell nsleel
Not
tonight. Maybe tomorrow,"
work go on !"
Itlckard wakened as In a call. What ,mi's " will be gladV"
Kiekard stood before her. "Is it be by lifting or otherwise manipulating
She Hung another of her Inscrutable
I'our rocks on that wretch down whispered Gerty, und then she nmn- hail startled Mm?
He listened, rais
cause I trust you, I wonder? Thut L the drag. Many other examples of cona
few
tears and he was allowed
ing himself bv his elbow. From a ills- smiles at Mm, and went up the bank, there? I'ln him down? Never had It nged
loving you, love to liuve the others ditions which require modifications in
"A man to kiss her. It wus ull arranged before
seemed more like war!
paper unread in her hands.
love you, too? Don't you suppose I the angle of skew might easily be
'aliee a sweet high voice, unreal ill its
he
left
the ramada. They were 10
The long afternoon wore away. They down? Klilu over hltu to victory!"
know how It Is with the rest, Muc cited, hut these will readily suggest
pitch and thrilling quality, came to
leave together the next day. Her obIt was (iodlrey, somewhere 011 were now dynamiting the largest rocks Soberly Klckurd signaled for the work
liiui.
I.eiiti: how it was with Estrada? themselves to an Intelligent operator
ject would he accomplished by their
Shonlil I be Jealous?
Why, I'm not. as bis experience Increases.
the levee, singing by the river. It 011 the cars before unloading tlietn. to go on.
r
The
stuttered ns If In hor- leaving together. He would feel thut
Isn't thut because I know
I'm
proud
brought him again to limes Hardin, The heavy loads could not he emptied
The length of hitch Is another very
he owed her his name.
lie pulled aside his curtain which quickly enough. Not dribbled, the rock, ror. The women turned sick with fear.
you, know the tine steady heurt of Important consideration in operating a
Of course Gerty must do it In the
No
who
was.
but
knew
one
Some
am
I
the
It
else
me
ut
first
und
poor
dumped simultaneously,
you? You hated
Jiang over Ihe screening of his tent
road drag. In the designs which have
conventional wuy ! She would have
iml looked out Into a moon Hooded gravel and rock might he washed Mexican, probably.
proud of thut. I don't love you been discussed the draw chain may be
She Would Not Look at Him Yet
irsed
ladders
been
had
rope
they
was
"Who
down
stream
It?"
demanded
not
could
he
Rickard,
faster than they
world. Itlckard's eyes fell on a little
enough?" He knelt ut her feet,
readily taken up or let out at either
needed. The conventional note was
tent over yonder, u white shrine. put together. Many cars must bo un- running down to the truck.
compelled her will, stultified her llstenltig to her pleuding. He bent end and the length of hitch thus into
her
bureau
scurf.
pinned
'E
loaded
"The
at once; the din on Sllent's
She had something to suy down and kissed one foot; then the creased or diminished as desired. It
young Mexican, Hestradit.
"While as that tine sweet soul of
Innes wus with Tom when ho found speech.
train was tenitlc. His crew looked tried to 'elp. '13 wasn't fit."
first.
other. "I love them !" The face he Is Impracticable to prescribe even an
h"rs !"
It.
In
came
the
from
They
together
"Who was It?" Marshall had run
"We don't know each other; that Is, raised to her Innes had never seen be- approximate rule for fixing the length
Wandering Into the night, Godfrey like devils, drenched from the spray
river.
uotlced
Neither
bud
odd
the
see why the work paused.
you don't know me !"
fore. He pressed a kiss ngulnst her of hitch, because it Is materially aftitisse down the river, singing. Ills which rose from the river each time down to
Itlckard turned shocked eyes on his looks from the men us they passed
"Is that ull?" There was relief In knee. "That, too It's mine. I've not fected by the height of. the team and
began; blackened by the
the footlights, the listening the
voice,
A
the
dozen
through
encampment.
The beautiful
"Eslrudu!"
his voice. "I don't know you? Haven't s'nld my pruyers since I was a boy. I the arrangement of the harness, as
great audiences were calling to him smoke from the belching engine. The chief.
It was mournful eyes of Eduurdo were on men had seen Hardin's wife leave for I seen you day by day? Haven't I shall say them again, here, you teach- well as by the condition of the road
Tn him, the
levee, the river was ugly in Its wrath.
the
North
with
Godfrey.
seen your
humping itself for Its final stand him, not Marshall's, horritied. Now he
tried, proved
ing me." His kisses run up her urm. surface. Experience will soon teach
glistening water, made a star-se- t
Gerty's letter told Tom that It was huveu't I seen your Justice, when
you from the tips of her limp fingers. His the operator, however, when to shortRccne. He was trending the hoards, against the absurdity of human Inten- knew why Kstrudu had said, "I can't ull over. She Hud tried to stand
to
It,
could not understund
Look at uie!" mouth, close to hers, stopped there. en the hitch in order to lessen the
the rushing waters by the bank gave tion ; Its yellow tall swished through see it llnlshed."
"Itlckard!" The engineer did not be true even through his cruelty, but
She shook her head, her eyes on the He whispered:
the orchestration for his melody "l.a the bents of the trestle.
a
she
wus
made
than
feeling stronger
The order came for more speed. recognize the quenched voice. "The
"You kiss me, my girl!"
Iinniia e Mobile." He began It to Ierty
her true to herself, and so true at lust sand nt her feet. He could scarceto go on."
Slowly, unseelngly, ns though drawn
ly catch her words. They did not
Hardin; she would hear It In her tent; Itlckard moved from bank to raft; work has got
to
him!
It came to Itlckard as he gave the
knee deep in water, screaming orders
un external will, her fuee raised to
know
Kin' would take it as the tender
each
He
other.
know
did
not
by
Innes'
revulsion lacked speech. The
!
her
slowly, their lips met. His urms
h lie hud teased her with that through the din; directing the gangs; orders that Kduardo was closer to Marhis;
common
blatter sickened her. She
I don't know whether you were around her; the world was blot"Dear!
speeding the rock trains. Hardin oscil- shall than to him. "As near a son as could offer no comfort. His
Bl'ti rnoei, In the ramada.
eyes told love red or blue, that's u
he'll ever have." He turned a minute
He gave1 for encore a ballad long lated between the levee and dams, tak
fuct; Ibsen ted out.
her It was worse than death.
later to see his chief standing
Innes, minutes later, put her mouth
fnrg 'tt- n ; be had pulled It back from ing orders, giving orders. His energy
He struck off her hand when It or Kostnnd; heat or cold. Does that
t if
own
came
off.
His
was
It
cap
had grown dark, hut
matter? I know you !"
llie cobwebs of two decades; he had
superb.
ugulnst his ear. It wus the Innes he
touched
his
shoulder.
hand
MarGerty's
the
"We're
said
lad,"
ne yet had thought of the lights,
burying
An upward glance hud caught him did not know, that lie had seen with
made it his
hud coerced him thut way. He wns
the great Wells' burners stretched shall.
"!'. it, my darling, you will lie,
smiling. Her speech wus routed. "I'm others, mischievous, whimsical, rompThe inlnule of funeral had to be done with softness.
a
across the channel. Suddenly, the
the only girl here!"
fccr young and fair to me."
ing us a young hoy.
His
wns
silence
her.
This
oppressed
The
aside.
not
river
would
pushed
"And
she
love
"Do
love
think
I
red,"
"I
that's
It came, the souring voice, to Tom lights flared out brightly.
whispered.
you
why
n man she did not know; Inarticulate,
Not one of those who labored or wait. Train ufter train was rushed on
you?"
tent on his
hut and sunshine. Hut I love blue,
Hardin, outside
to the trestles; wave after wave hit smitten. She told herself that even a
would
ever
watched
"Ah. but you loved Gerty!" That on you ; and cold, If It were with you
that
i
forget
night.
knew
cot.
Hint
He
song.
lonely
an
was
she wus
Intruder
sister
hut
Hut
was
them.
the
dam
perceptibly
und the rest of the differences "
'il by his wife, a pretty figure '.( The
spirit of recklessness entered
slipped from her. She hud not meant
The rapid lire of rock wus afraid to leave hltu alone. She took to say Unit
steadying.
even
into
men
the
He caught her to blm. "There are
stolid
The
native.
hi
nan uis: If
wite cant stand
u station by her own tent door. She
telling.
"Docs that hurt?" Abashed by her not going to be any differences!"
film, who can ? II wasn't good enough ,,r "" iteciumai ion torgnt tills was not
n
dow
would
not
to
Kor
. dinner.
hours
go
V S5
Another
of yellow waters rose.
(THE END.)
for her. lie was rough. His life had their enterprise; the Hardin faction The roll ofridge
she watched his tent. When It grew own daring, yet she was glad she had j
came slowly, dwinwater
to
Itiekard's
The
orders.
kept him from titling himself to her Jumped
as it came; it broke against the lark she could no longer endure It.
taste. She needed people who Could watchers on the bank sat tense, dling
trestle
weakly. Kor the first time the She found blm where she hud left him. HOW DIAMOND CUTTERS WORK FINE TREES IN PHILIPPINES
out
of
thrilled
of
recognition
aching
talk like Uiekard. sing like Godfrey.
She forced herself toward the vol
never
shuddered. Workers and
trestle
or
the
midnight creeping chill. watchers breathed us a unit
cano s edge; and the swift eruption
I'eople, oilier people, night miscon- muscles,
the
first
Nowhere Are There More Enormoui
Three Distinct Processes Before th
No
one
would
home.
go
strue her preferences. He knew they
scorched her. It wut: the pltluble wreck
Trunks Than in the Lowlands
To Innes, the struggle wns vested deep breath that night. There was a of
Rough Stone It Considered Fit for
were not lllrtiitlons ; she needed her
were
of
His
words
dignity,
pride.
change. Kvery eye was on the river
of the Islands.
Personal Adornment
littid. She would always kei p straight; In two men, Itlckard running down where it touched the rim of the dam. Incoherent; his wrath Involved his sis
Standing on Drag While in Operation.
she was straight 11s
wh'p. Life was yonder with that light foot of his, and Suddenly a chorused cry rose. The ter, crouching in tear. Innes shrank
amount of cutting done by the front
we
dlnmonls
Until
wear
to
who
fell
heir
the
Few
Philippine
im hard fur her as It was for him; he Hardin with the lighting mouth tense. river hud
from lil 111, the man she did not know know thepeople thut lies behind them. Islands we had no dense virgin tropi- runner and when to lengthen It In orThe
whistles
stopped
rising.
story
somewhere, she remembered, screamed themselves hoarse.
could feel sorry for lor; Ms pity was And
The coarse streuU was uncovered In all To most of
them the diamond Is an cal forests belonging to the United der to produce the opposite effect.
divided between the two of them, the working with the rest, was Kstrada.
He turned on Innes
When the road surface Is sufficient
a girl, sitting on the bunk, Its repulslveness.
then
And
States. The Hawaiian islands are well
means of personal decora-Hoagreeable
were
Those
three
thejustl-ticatlofor
Ik
th
in
lighting
the
was
their
husluind,
lonely
wife,
saw two men grab each other by the suddenly. She
crying, a huddled
attracts the eye within the tropics, hut the topography ly hard or the amount of material
that
fomethlng
of a vision an Idea was nt
wti way.
on
the couch.
hand. She wus too far awuy to heur heap
of the Islands Is not such as to Induce which it Is desired to have the drag
In a Jeweler's window and is
hope for the future.
On the other side of the canvas stake.
"I've had et ugh crying between
an hour or so later In Its com- the gigantic growth of trees. There move Is sufficient to warrant the op
Itlckard
and
her.
to
passed
repassed
walls, (Ierty Hardin lay listening
you and Gerty. Will you get out? I've fortable setting of platinum or gold.
erator standing Uxn the drag while It
are no denser or more enormous
Not during
Ihe message meant for her. The tickle And bad not seen her!
got to have some sleep."
In the world, how- Is In operation, he can greatly facilius see what lies beyond. Let
let
But
unywhere
would
those
hours
he
think
of
noi
her,
(.ex. he had culled tiers; no constancy
Through her sobs he could make out us glimpse the long road that stretches ever, than are to he found over great tate its work by shifting his weight at
In woman, he had declared, fondling until the bleu fulled, or was triumthat she wus afraid to leave blm.
between the miner and the wearer. areas of the Philippine lowlands. The proper times. For example, If It U dehe
would
to
look
turn
for
her.
her hair. He had tried to coax her phant,
"Well, then, I'll go. I'm used to hav There are three processes In the con- soil Is of excessive richness, the rain sired to have the drag discharge more
the
moved
drama
Its
toward
Visibly,
into pledges, pledges which were also
ing to leave my own tent. A dog's life
version of the rough stone Into flasn-In- fall Is heavy, and the climate combines rapidly, the operator should move to
climax. Itefore tunny hours passed the
He flung out Into the night.
disavowals to the man outside.
brilliance. The first one consists to Induce a riotous tangle of vegeta- ward the discharge end of the runners.
be
would
river
Idea
captured or the
Silver threads: Age shuddered lit
In
the course stone of defec- tion which Is unimaginable to those This will cause the ditch end of tbe
cleaning
mocked.
forever
Each time a belching
CHAPTER XXXV.
inher threshold. She bated that song.
and
tive
splitting off the flaw. who have not actually seen It or are runners to swing forward and thus
parts
'rue. life had been to her; none of Its engine pulled across that hazardous
Is the cutting, which gives familiar only with the orderly and usu- crease the skew angle of the drag.
second
The
.
a
to
It
the
Hung credit
A Corner of His Heart
promises had been kept. To be happy, track
the stone its form and, In a rough way, ally comparatively scant growths of The operator may, of course, produce
The second evening after the closure determines the number of faces It the temperate zone. Even the great for- the opposite effect by uovlng his
vhy. that was a human's birthright; Kach time the waters, slowly rising,
Klckurd was dining with the Mar-- shall have.
In
grali If, that was her creed! There hurled their weight against the creakFinally, there Is the pol- ests of the for West, which cut more weight In the opposite
wus a chance yet ; youth had fiot gone. ing trestles where the rock wns thin,
sbnlls In their car. The Palmyra was
other the Same way, he can partially control
faces
acre
thun
to
these
board
feet
the
to
which
any
gives
ishing,
a point was gained by the militant rivHe was singing It to her, her escnlH
to pull out the next day. Hardin's their clearness and brilliancy.
forest lands In the world, cannot com- the amount of cutting which the drag
er. Its roar sounded like the last cry
nume was brought up by Tod Mar"I 'arllng, you will be,
flaw. pare for a moment In luxuriance and does by shifting his weight backward
a
finds
he
when
The
sawyer,
of n wounded animal in Innes' ear;
shall. "She was light potatoes," be Inserts the diamond Into a sort of a profligacy of growth with the tropical or forward, as the case may be.
Ever young and fair to me."
was
the
reality that night as
dismissed the woman. "But she's
An intelligent and Interested operaGodfrey, singing to f ierty Hardin. It I'ragon
cup filled with a fusible cement. forest. They Impress you. It Is true,
spent Its rage Hgulnst the shackles
broken the man's spirit"
Imd
wakened the camp. limes, In
Then, by means of an Instrument fur with having been many centuries In tor will soon learn many simple ways
men.
of
puny
was
It
Kiekard.
discovered, had nished with a recently cut diamond. the making, but on the other hand the by means of which he ''aa easily conlei tent, too. was listening,
Molly Silent had seen her husband's
nothing to say on the subject of the the edge of which projects sharply, he rank and enormous growths of the low- trol the different features of the work
"I'arling, you will be,
In.
It to
She
watched
for
train
pull
Ever young and fair to me!"
elopement
rubs on one of the stones the pointed land tropics make you feel that they which a drag perform, and he will
The whistle blew twice.
"I'm sorry his sister Is not hero to- end of the other, after which he strikes hi.ve always been there since the also learn to utilize effVtively every
So that Is the miracle, that wild go out again.
was wrong. She left her
Something
night" began Marshall mischievously. lightly In order to separate the two world commenced. The northern for- effort which his teant exerts.
rush of certaip feeling!
Yesterday,
In time to see Silent, his face
"I did ask ber. Tod" Claudia hasests are reposeful ; the tropical Jungle
doubting, tomorrow, more doubts hut place
under
the
soot,
shining
ghastly
pale
tened to Interrupt her lord. "But she piece.
uses somewhat similar In Is savage, overwhelming. Exchange.
tonight, the wing, the night Isolated
cutter
Tbe
HIGHWAYS BUILT IU FORESTS
the
from
himself
up
"battleship"
would not leave her brother her last struments to the sawyer. He forms
them, herself and Kiekard. Into a pull
where he had been leaning. Kstrada,
evening."
f
leav
world of their own. Life with him on sent
of
tbe faces,
about
Biblical Town of Gaza.
According to Department's Official Reby Kiekard to find out why the
"Her last evening?" exclaimed Rick only It to the polisher to rorra the reany terms she wanted.
or Uie watchtower, still
ing
train did not pull out. saw him the
port Total of 88.19 Miles Was
ard. "Is she going away?"
mainder.
exists to the east of the town of Gaza.
same Instant as did Molly.
Silent
Constructed.
Marshall subdued his twinkle. "We
on
an
CHAPTER XXXIII.
The diamond Is then polished
It Is where Samson Is said to have carswayed, waving them hack unseelngly, "God, Man, You Cant Go Like That!" are carrying her off. She Is to visit
and
ImpregIron plate rotating rapldly
like a man who Is drunk.
gates of the city. On the road
A total of 88.19 miles was constructMrs. Marshall while I am on the nated with diamond dust and oil. (t ried the
The Battle In the Night
from Gaza to Jaffa are ancient olive ed under the
man, you can't go like that!" their voices, but the sun, rising red road."
"Gd.
In
the
forestry road funds durand
tin
Is set In an alloy of lead
Gathering on the batik were the cried Estrada.
on
more
them
than
through the banks of smoke, fell on
of
trees,
many
Rickard gulped down his coffee, form of a cone, of which the stone octhe past year, according to the deing
bark
nmp groups to watch the last stand
thousand
"Who's going?" demanded Silent, bis the blackened faces of her brother and
with
old,
gnarled
years
f the river against the rock bombard- tongue thick with thirst and exhaus- Rickard.
She did not care who saw boiling. "Mrs. Marshall, will yoa let cupies the summit The operation, at and Immense trunks. There Is an old partment's official repnrt At Uie end
me ran away early?" Why should be described In the Modern Hospital.
ment Molly Silent had crept down tion. The whistle blew again.
her crying.
projects
which
with tbe In- it the fiscal year forty-thre- e
Gaza
credits
legend
give any excuse? They knew what he takes a long time and require the ex- vention of the first mechanical clocks. were under
from the Crossing, full of fears. Out
agreement In
ratie
"I will!" The train moved out on
refori
was
running away
ercise of extreme patience, but the
CHAPTER XXXIV.
there, somewhere on Ihe trestles, on the trestle, as the w histle blew angrily
These were perhaps the sand clocks volvlng Uie survey of 1,061.85 mile
He made his way to the little white sult Is certainly In every sense of tbe
one of those rock cars, wa her Jim. twice. Only Molly and Silent saw Kswhich are still used In some mosque. and Uie construction of 664.15 miles.
side
the
on
of
the
far
tent
trapezium. word a "brilliant" one.
A Desertion.
She sat on the hank by Innes and Mrs. trada go. Silent staggered unseelngly
was
bidding good-bMean 8ocial Improvement,
Marshall.
When the afternoon waned and God- Innes, by the door,
tip the bank toward the camp, Molly
to Senora Msldoosdo.
Beginning of Pittsburgh.
Over Bones of Failure.
Mrs. Hardin, floated by In her crisp following.
Good roads mean social Improvefrey did not call on her Gerty was
25
Is
of
tbe
November
to
the
Mexican.
anniversary
She
greet
Be forgot
Epitaphs In the Cemetery of FaCnre:
ment "No man Ilveth to himself
muslins. A few feet behind stalked
The river was humping out yonder; roused to uneasiness. Had she angered
ber eyes fall of htm. He lacked tact ; worry killed him; he Uie raising of the English flag over the alone," but bad roads tend toward
fjodfrey, his eyes on Ihe pretty figure the rolling mass came roaring, flank-on- , him by refusing to make the definite stood waiting;
1754.
in
The
Fort
aenor
of
kind
had
Duquesne
something was too sensitive; he couldn't say ruins
bis side. Innes turned from his
rural Isolation.
promise? Could It be love, the sort of Surely, tbe
against the dam.
to ber? lie had taken tbe white "no"; be did not find his place; a place was then named Pittsburgh, in
look, ahahed as though she had been
"Quick, for God's take, quick!" love she wanted. If be could stay away to say hand. He was
minisfamous
Britain's
of
honor
prime
staring Into tbe little success paralyzed him; he did
girl's
Pass Judgment on Farm.
yelled Itlckard. His signals sounded like this when tbey could have the white
peering throngh a locked door.
girl's eyes. Something came to not care bow he looked; he did not ter. It owes its great growth to Its
Is quite natural thnt a farm should
It
Gayly. with a flattering of ruffles, short and sharp. "Dump It on. throw camp to themselves, every one dowa at
iron
to
coal
fields
and
of
her. a memory like forgotten music. guard his weak point; be was too proximity
b Judged by the road that runt
Gerty established herself on the bank. the cars In!" Marshall was dancing, the break, no Hardlns running In every
she slipped away Into tbe proud to take advice; be did not fall vast magnitude.
trifle out of hearing distance. A his mouth full of oaths, on the bank minute? Their first chance and God- Silently,
past it
with
his
work.
In
love
It!
night
watched
the
all
on
the lips ac- edge. Breathlessly
frey slighting
liard little smile played
Rickard would not release Innes
He would surely come that evening,
Unfailing Dividends.
cented with Parisian rouge. The child- rushing water fling Itself over th dam.
Cement Tightens Union,
not meet tbe
Optimistic Thought
strucWhat Incomes have we not had from
seconds
hushed
the
Kor several
knowing that she would be alone! The hand; her eyes could
her look
ish expression
Every bag of cement that goes Into
A true soldier never beads bis sword a flower, and how unfailing are the
look
his.
in
Torn
had
aa
watch
ber
for
seen.
When
given
the
be
not
little
life of having trifled with her. ture could
national highways makes a tlghtet
walk with to cruel slaughter.
"Come oat and have
dividends of the season! LowelL
foam fell a cheer went up. The dam almost forgotten birthday set the pace
Hat hev ould see
anion. ,
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harmed but It would give very little

GIVE ATTEUT10H

light

Always keep an extra supply of fuses
Learn the locution of the
fuse for each set of lamps. This is
enrily determined by turning on all
the lights and pulling out the fuses
one at a time. When a fuse burns out,
find the short circuit before replacing
it, otherwise you will burn out fuses
just as fast as you put them in.
on hand.

TO AUTO LIGHTS
Owners Overlook Essential Part
. by Thinking Wiring Too Com-

plicated to Master.

ANNOYANCES
LEARN TO READ HYDROMETER

OF DOOR STRAP

Trouble May Be Prevented by Fasten
ing Small Coil Spring to the
Center of Strap.

Prevent Short Circuit by Watching
Insulation and Patching Worn
. Placea With Tape
Carry
Set of Bulbs.

UNIFORM

IMPIOVEO

NTEKATI9Ila

SlKfSdlOOL
Lesson
(By REV. P. 6. FITZWATER. D. D..
Teacher of English Bible In lh Moody
Bible Institute of Chicago.)
(Cupyrijrlif,
IKlt. hy Western NMriifxr retoo l

FOR JUNE 1.

LESSON

IT IS AND WHAT
IT DOES.

FAITH, WHAT
LESSON

TEXTS

Hebrews

U:

11:1-4-

The straps thut are installed on 1,
GOLrtliN TEXT Ye believe in God, bethe door of cars to keep the former
also in nie. John 14:1.
from opening too fur often cause an- lieve
ADDITIONAL MATKUIAL Matt. 8:6-In
the
crack
of
6.1;
Rom.
noyance by getting
Murk
the door when it Is being closed. By 1 John 6:4.
PKIMAKY TOl'IC Story of a Man Who
Must car owners believe the light fastening a small coil spring to the
Believed In Jesus. (John
ing system on a cur is too complicated center of the strap, the other end of
JUNIOR TOl'IC Heron of Kalth.
to be mustered, lint it Is not ut all the spring being attached where the
INTKKMEDIATH TOPIC The Victory
difficult to leurn how to take care of strap is fastened to the body, th'n Of Puith.
fcKNIOR AND ADULT TOPIC The
It. The buttery, the lights, the
trouble will be obviated.
Place of Faith In Religious Life.
the fuses and the wires can
the
In
Hebrews, chapters
reudily be understood and shoald be CLAMP THWARTS AUTO THIEF
Every motorinspected occasionally.
grounds of fnlth are clearly set forth
ist should know bow to read a hydrom- Steel Device Padlocked Around Tire In this lesson its nature and glorious
eter and test the buttery. The celtriumph are displayed.
and Rim of Front Wheel Makes
I. The Nature of Faith (11:1-3)- .
luloid hydrometer Is better than the
Difficult.
Steering
1. Faith is the eye of the soul, en
one made of gluss, because It Is not
so easily broken.
It to see the invisible (v. 1).
For an automobile lock a Chicagoan abling
Is not merely intellectual assent to
A reuding of from 1275 to 1300 InIt
submits a steel clamp to be padlocked
which commends Itself as being
dicates that the buttery is In good conuround tire and rliu on one of your that
dition and Is being properly charged
reasonable, but it Is the soul's attitude
If the reading is
toward God.
by the generator.
2. Fnlth seizes the things of the
down to VMO it Indicates that the
future and lives and walks In their
lights or the the starter are being used
too much.
power In the present (v. 1).
3. It ennliled the "elders" to obtain
Keep the buttery terminals tight
a good report (v. 2). It made Coil's
and cover thera with cup grease to
prevent corrosion by the buttery acid.
promises so living and real to them
Short circuits cun be prevented by
that it became the dominant force In
their lives.
watching the wire Itisulutlon and cov4. Faith enables us to understand
ering worn places with tape.
Watch Ammeter Closely.
how the worlds were made (v. 3). No
man was present when !od made the
The ammeter should be watched
worlds, so the foundation for our
closely, for It Indicates whether the
knowledge Is the Word of Clod. The
buttery Is charging when the engine
Is running.
one who has faith wholly believes
The very best type of
ammeter Is that which shows the rute
that Word.
II. The Triumohant Victories of
at which the charging or discharging
takes place.
Faith (11
Clamp Causes Bumping.
1. Kalth of the antediluvian Kirriits
When the cur Is running at normal
A long projection
front wheels.
As representative of tills
(vv.
speed say 20 miles an hour with all strikes the roud as the wheel is turn
three men are pointed out
lights on, the ammeter should show ed,
a violent bump and making period
causing
(a) Aliel (v. 4), who displayed his
charge. If It does not, the battery
Impossible by fnlth In his worship. He took his
practically
will soon be discharged. Always see steering
one
side
to
wheels
the
front
throwing
that the ammeter doesn't register dis- us
place before God as a sinner and of
the cur is driven.
fered a bloody sacrifice, thereby sjiow
charge when the lights and ignition
re turned off. This would be caused
Ing that he looked forward to Christ'i
CARING FOR VACUUM TANKS atonement, which Is substitutionary
by a short circuit between the ammeter
a life for n life, (b) Knoch. who disand the switch.
Occasionally un ammeter needle be- Fuel Feed System Should Be Cleaned played his fnlth In his walk In fel.
comes bent, giving un Incorrect reudEvery Three Months Take Inner
lowsblp with God (v. .1). (c) Noah,
Chamber Out
who by fnlth stood loyal to God In a
ing. This mny be determined by shuttime of universal apostasy and wckting off the lights and disconnecting
The tank of the vuruum fuel feed nedness (v. 7). Noah's task wns a
the wire from the ammeter to the
switch. If any varlutlon Is noted It system should be cleaned nut at least stupendous and difficult one. He exemust be allowed for when muking a once in three months. The operation cuted It In the face of many a sneer
in
is not hard to curry out. The top of and tnunt, but his faith curried
reuding.
the tunk should be removed and the through, securing salvation for
Arrangement of Lamps.
and his family.
It Is always a good plun to carry a Inner vncuum chamber be taken out.
2. Kalth of the Hebrew saints (vv.
duplicate set of lamp bulbs for the This enables the operator to reach the
(a) Abrahnm (vv 8 10,
cur. Note the voltage of the tall light lower chamber, from which all dirt
Abraham went out riot knowing
and the Instrument light. If these are should be removed.
whither he went, but he knew that
marked 8V Instend of 6V it means thut
the Lord hud spoken and that wns
Waterproof Top.
they are wired In series that Is, the
IUfflculty is sometimes encountered
enough. My faith be offered up Isaac,
current must puss through one and
then through the other before It with leakage through the mohulr top. believing that God wns able to raise
This is done to notify yon If the top Is thoroughly ruhhed with him up from the dead and fulfill his
grounds.
whether the tuil light Is burning. U boiled linseed oil It will be made prac- promise that In Isaac the promised
seed should obtnln. (b) Sarah through
one of these lights goes out the other tically waterproof.
faith received strength to conceive
also goes out. These lumps must not
Remove Dust From Motor.
seed when she wns old, counting him
be put In sockets marked for 6V lamps,
A painter's brush thut Is thick and
faithful who had promised (vv. 11. 12)
such as the side lights, as they would
burn out In a few seconds. On the soft will be found better than waste (c) Jacob by faith pronounced a
prophecy concerning Joseph's sons
CV lamp would not be for removing dust from the motor.
other bond,
(v. 21). Ity fnlth he penetrated tht
unseen ond pronounced destinies
which should be experienced by them
both, (d) Joseph by faith foresaw
FIELDS PROVIDED FOR MOTORTRUCK ROUTES
the entrance of his people Into the
promised land and made them swear
on to carry his hones there for burial,
(Prepared by the United States Depart, that there will be a profitable load
ment of Agriculture.)
all trucks whenever they are operated, for even his body must not be left
Keen competition Is auother factor behind In the land of Judgment and
Regions devoted to truck farming
or dairying provide rich fields for in motortruck service. Some opera death (v. 22). (e) Moses (vv. )
motortruck operation.
However, con- tors have found it possible to com Kalth In the hearts of his parents
sideration should be given to the na- pete successfully with rail service and caused them to disregard the king's
ture of the products to be hauled, as yet to charge rates rather higher than decree, Kalth caused til in to turn his
back upon the honors of Egypt and
bulky staples may not were charged by the customary carstand the transportation charges nec- riers. Such conditions, however, are Identify himself with his enslaved
brethren.
essary to maintain a route. For illus- only possible where the service is deIII. Faith's Grand Exemplar (12:
tration, It Is unlikely thut hay cnn veloped on a most extensive scale. 1.
2).
be transported by motortruck for long Freight and express schedules In some
Christ taking upon himself huinnn
distances except under unusual con- districts have been unsatisfactory to
nature and passing through the trials
ditions with respect to price. Perish- shippers recently, and by offering
ables may stand the motortruck tariff more prompt and speedy service truck of life to a triumphant gonl Is the
us. Those who
If the transportation service to mar- owners have develoed a very satis supreme example for
their eyes upon him will (1) lay
ket Is speedier than the customary factory business thut ordinarily would fix
aside every weight. To run with suc
Such com- be bundled by rail.
means of transportation.
cess all burdens must be enst off.
Good Reads Essential.
modities as cream, milk and eggs which
not be sinful In
Good roads are a prerequisite to Things which mny
are high In price as compared to bulk,
our
If
they Impede
ery themselves.
may bear a reasonably high transpor- successful motortruck opcrut Ion.
progress must he laid aside. (2) l.ny
tation charge If more satisfactory fa- few operators appreciate the increased aside
the sin which doth so easily
cilities are offered.
expense which results from travel over beset us. (3) Itim with
patience the
The
unfortunate
roads.
Load.
operator race set before us.
Seek Profitable
poor
unto
(4)
Looking
over
who
to
services
bis
maintain
which
triea
The back haul or return trip,
Jesus. Our eyes mnst be steadfastly
often is made without a toad, consti- highways which are virtually Impas- fixed iiHin him.
Having him as our
tutes an extravagant practice which sable and unsatisfactory has found exsmpte we will endure
the cross. To
ex
truckmen should strive to avoid. At- that his dally operation costs far
follow tesns means suffering and
tention should be concentrated on the ceed the average normal expenses and. trials.
problem of arranging for freight so seriously affect bis profits.
Love as a Word.
Love, even as a word only, mnst
stnnd alone. It Is one of the great
monosyllables of our great language
Ixive.
It Is the Invisible gravitation of life. With It Invisible cords,
viewless but potent. It draws hearts
together over eternal spaces, nnd holds
them together in an Indissoluble bond
In Time and Eternity.
5:1-1-

1:1-1-

3:.'1-J-

r,

111

111

17-1-

The Wonder of It!
"Lord, when I look on my own life
It seems thou hast fed me so carefully, so tenderly, that thou canst
hare attended to no one else. Hut,
when I see how wonderfully thou
hast led the world, and are leading
It. 1 am amazed that thou hast had
time to attend to such as I." St.
Augustine.
Stake Body
Hauling a Large Load of Crapes This Track With Open-Te- e
and Loom Canvas Caver la Not the Best Type for Hauling Perishable
Products.
Deficient Choke.
When a car's pick-u- p Is all that can
be desired, but It la not possible to
pet all the speed out of the vehicle
that there Is reason to expert. It may
be accepted as sir that the choke
Is too small, preventing the engine
from taking a full charge with the
throttle wide open.

Acceleration.
It Is all very well to Jump ahead
wbea the railroad crossing gate re
up, but remember that when you suddenly can upon your car for It utmost, you are putting strsla upon it.
Practically an cars eaa got away quickly, but a car drtrea moderately last
longest.

Why Man Falls.
Maa could not fall so low were he
ant so crest. It Is the abused God la
maa that turns him into a derU.

rtnrtnre
m capacity

have- nnftilne

statesmen

to disagree upon the same

set of symptoms. It may even be the
other way.
As the world's "grub boss," to bor
row
section hand phrase. Code
6am need not fear any dictation from
the hungry.
-

We bare been expecting It eve
Draw Bar Herae Power.
Farmers Own Automobiles.
cost of feed la
The power which aa engine delivers since we beard hew the
More than hahf the automobiles of
off the bens. ' There are to be
America are now owned In the farm- at the draw bar to called draw bar ratting
artificial eggs.
,
Jjborta power.
ing 41 strict.

THE
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llaCABINETlla
The best natural disinfectant ! sunshine; the best germ disinfectantdisin-la
formaldehyde; the best physical
fectant Is soap; the best moral disinfectant Is publicity.

then brushing briskly to raise the
Velvet rugs are beautifully
nap.
cleaned this way at home.
It hss been repeatedly proven that
s
of our food Is all we need.
FOR THE FIRST MEAL.
We take the other third ut our peril.
A delicious salad to serve with duck
There is probably no meal of the is sliced
nnd watercress.
nnd
service
pretty Serve with oranges
day where dainty
a simple French dressing.
attractive dishes
are more appreNo talent will enable us to do any
ciated than at the work without drudgery, but no childishness
men!.
tempt us to give It up
morning dish because must
It ie hard.
No work can he
The first
well done by any one who Is unwilling
should be fruit
to sacrifice ease to lie accomplishment.
and as the seaWHAT SHALL WE EAT.
son's fruit np- J pears we neeil
"... ,i,.. t, rtl f,,,,,) f ,),,, frpsh,
not fear monotony. Whenever possible a most grace- crisp cabbage there Is no more acceptful and plenslng garnish for the fruit
ing- way to serve It than
Shred a hard,
this:
of the breakfast table Is the foliage
firm heud of cabbage
of the fruit Itself or any which resembles It. After the fruit Is the mornvery fine, sprinkle with
salt and a dash of caying cereal. If one has never tried the
enne, add enough vinewhole wheat as It comes from the
is still a
tl resher or granary tlu-rgar to make a snappy flavor ami sugar and cream
treat In store. In mat y homes u
to taste.
If the cabbage
small mill Is used to grind these grains
is willed let It stand in
of various kinds.
They will cook
water until crisp.
much quicker If ground, but wheat
Rochester Soup. Tills Is a rich dinwell washed and soaked over night
then cooked slowly on the back of the ner soup, and at the present price of
stove until It Is soft, has yet to find chickens and almonds cannot be called
of a
Its equal us wholesome food, especial economical, ltliincli
ly for the little people. Serve It with cupful of uluiiiiiils ; chop and pound In
a
mortar; add gradually while p, Hidtop milk and cook enough to last sevof water, naif
eral days. It will keep and not n ing, four
n teaspoonful of salt; ibeii add three
grnln should be wasted. Such fisid Is
especially good for the youngsters' cupfuls of chicken stock, one sliced
onion and three stalks of celery. Simnipper, too.
ltiiiiiinas when well ripened are good mer one hour. Hull through a sieve
to serve with the breakfast food If and Mud with two Inlilcspoonfuls of
butter anil Hour cooked together ttud
tl.ey are liked that way..
mixed witli tin- soup, cooking until
Eggs, as omelets or In n hundred well done.
ways, are a mnst satisfying breakfast
Sour Cream Salad Dressing. Let a
and
dish. A
hash Is another good dish for break- cupful of cream stand until sour, then
fast. For the grownups the boiled din- whip until thick, add one tnlilespoon-fu- l
of sugar and one of lemon Juice.
ner hnsh Is a great favorite, but one
must have a good digestion for such I'.eut well Into the cream and add u
dash of cayenne, If liked.
food.
Cream Pie. Took In a double boilToast dry. buttered, French fried,
or as milk tonst Is another good morn- er one cupful of top milk, tvo
of tlour mixed with a cupful
Toast should be well
ing dish.
rf sugar, then added to the milk, two
browned nnd crisp to be palatable,
when served. Bncon, ham and chops beaten egg yolks, a pinch of salt;
until thick. Set aside b cool,
are good breakfast meats, but it Is cook nilil
flavoring and (III n baked shell.
betti'r to err In not luivlng meat than then
Cover with a meringue niaih- from the
In serving It too often.
Breakfast Muffin, Hent one egg. add whites beaten stiff and inlxed with
two tnlilespoonfiils of sugar. Set In
a bnlf cupful of milk, Hour (with two
the oven to brown.
tenspiHinfuls of baking powder) to
Minced Chicken With Peppers.
make a soft drop butter, then add rover
a green pepper ullh boiling watwo tahlespoonfuls of melted butter
miillln pans ter and parboil for ten minutes. Cut
and pour Into
the pepper in strips with scissors, reto bake In a moderate oven.
Melt two
Baked Omelet. Heat the yolks of moving the seeds.
of butter, add one and
l
a
tenspoon-fnadd
until
!r eggs
creamy,
of Hour; cook until
of salt, a tnblesprmnfiil of corn- well tnlilespooufuls
of a cup-fu- t
with
blended
a
with
cooked
starch
tnblespoonful
Add one cupful
of
chicken
slock.
a
of
add
milk,
cook,
of butter, then
cup
of diced chicken and the peppers and
nnd when well blended, stir Into the serve on buttered toast.
beaten yolks, fold in the stiffly beaten
whites and pour Into a well greased
The highest duty of the state Is so
pan and hake in a moderate oven.
to legislate and minister as to make
When one wishes to economize on
R(sd homes, for It is only a larger
anil for the same uses, that the
eggs a small amount of rice may be home,
state exists. Kllen Hit hards.
cooked In a little butter until yellow,
then add water njt rook until tender;
SUMMER FOODS.
add two, three or four eggs, a little
milk nml butter and scramble; serve
Now Is the time to enjoy the luscious
hot.
Held mushroom. With plenty of rain
there should be
To try Is better than the thins you
an abundtint crop.
try for,
Look for them In
To hope is higher than the height
the fields used for
attained.
love
you
To love l sreater than the
pasture or where
slsh for.
fertilizer has been
To seek Is nnhler than the object
placed the year
gained;
s
To wrestle with the angel this avails
before.
Although the motive for the wrestling
will also
falls.
be found around
the roots of decaying trees nnd stumps.
HINTS THAT ARE PERTINENT.
Learn a few of the common varieties
As seasoning Is one of the fine arts nml add a most delicious vegetable.
if cookery It Is wise to have on hand w'th no cost but the effort of gathera variety to use In vary ing to your table.
Deviled Mushrooms
Mix a teaspoon
ing he flavor of the orKeep a fill of mustard, a dash of cayenne,
dinary dishes.
package of bay leaves to tinspoonfiil of Worcestershire sauce.
season meats and sauces; iin-- l half n tcaspoohful of paprika
often a mere speck will rover broiled mushrooms with this mix
be all that Is needed to ture and serve hot on toast.
I'tlt a layer of finely chopped pecans
flavor a dish. Itay leaves
like garlic should be or walnuts over the top of n custard
used with miserly care. pie. The nuts will form a crust over
Roth are most delightful flavors if not the top which w ill, when baked,' lie cs- nm lally
delicious.
ovenlone.
Grape Surprise. Take four
A bottle of kitchen bouquet, catsups
of granulated gelatin, soft
of various kinds, chili powder, curry
en with two tnlilespiMihfiils of cold wapowder, tabasco and Worcestershire
and rind of a
sauce, paprika, celery salt with the ter, then mid the Juice
f
cupfuls of
dozens of flavor herbs, mny all be lemon, two and
cupful of
giape Juice and
a purt of one's equipment at small
for nearly all will last for srgnr. Stir until well dissolved and
the gelatin has begun to thicken, then
years In a small family.
of skinned nnd seedadd a
Scald a dish In which fish has been ed
Pour Into a wet mold and
cooked with a little vinegar nnd wa- set grnpes.on Ice to harden.
away
ter, then wash with soap soda.
Date, Nut and Pineapple Salad.
Shine up the old rubbers by using
Chop a cupful of dates and three goo,!
a wash of ammonia.
sized apples, add it cupful of chopped
A fresh blood slnln may lie removed
and a cupful of broken nut
cchry
from a garment If rubbed with dry
half a Hiuml of seeded skinned
starch and let It dry; then brush and gtnpcs. Mix all together nnd heap on
the stain will come out with the a slice of pineapple placed on a lettuce
starch.
leaf. Serve with mayonnaise dressing.
A fine way to clean gloves Is to Mnrshninllow-- rut In. hits mny be add
moisten flour with gasoline and wash ed In place of the liniments, making a
the gloves on the hands, rubbing as more dainty salad.
if with sonp and water.
Peach d'Armour. Kill tnll glasses
Alwavs keep a few wooden skewers with peach ice cream nnd sufficient
to use wrapped In a cleaning cloth to rafpberry juice to run down through
reach corners of window sash and oth- the cream to color It. On top place
er places too small for the finger to a spoonful of plain vanilla Ice cream.
Ot.rnlsh with a fresh raspberry or two,
reach, when cleaning.
Coat collars of velvet and velvet or a marisehlno cherry.
hats may be cleaned by using corn-meand gasoline, rubbing the soaked
meal well Into the pile of the velvet
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well-innd- e

nicely-seasone-

To Utilize Embroidered Monograms.
Tiike the embroidered Initial or
monogram from old bolster and pillow
ruses and use them on new slips. Cut
letter from old slip, leaving a three-Incsquare around It (letters for
are usually two Inches), then cut
the material to form an oval leaving a
imuJI margin to turn under. Sew to
the new slip, then outline with embroidery cotton to conceal stitches.
of an
Outline another row
Inch from the first and work eyelets
it Intervals between the rows to form
s medallion. The result Is even prettier than when first embroidered.
Turning a Dress Skirt.
If a skirt has become faded or soiled,
It can often be turned to good advantage Klrst, clean it as thoroughly as
possible. Kip one seam, turn nnd
baste carefully before ripping uuother.
If there lire plaits refold, following
the old creases, making what was formerly the w rong side the right. If the
skirt Is a good hanging one, any home
dressmaker can do the work satisfactorily, for It Is not nearly so dlilicult
a
as to make u new one. One
sitim at a time is a much better wuy
than to rip all the senilis apart before
beginning to baste.
When Sewing Taffeta.
I'se a thin, fine needle for sewing
taffeta. The blunt end of a needle long
used Is liable to pucker the goods, and
tne stitches will not be even. A heavier needle may be used In sew ing
Cblnu silk.
To Sharpen Scissors.
Cut t
rapidly on the neck of a
small gluss bottle, or better still, on a
ground glass stopper. It trues the
edges and makes them cut like new.
Take a fine file and sharpen each
blade, being careful to keep the same

h

bed-line- n

one-fourt-h

tn-s-

'

ln--

angle as they had at first ; file til)
rough places are all taken out. Put a
little oil on the edges of the blades
and snap together. Then w ipe off all
the oil.
When Stitching Seams.
When stitching heavy white cotton
or linen, rub the seuin to be stitched,
with hard white soap. ,und the needle
will not rut the material.
To Prevent Pricking the Fingers.
One accustomed to doing needlework
of any kind Is aware of the discomfort caused by the needle pricking the
finger which holds the underside of
the cloth. This can he prevented If the
worker will moisten a small strip of
court plnster and stick It on the end
of the finger.
To Freshen Oriental Rugs.
mixture of borax, ammonia ami
water Is excellent and will not Injure;
the rugs. To one pint of water add
two tahlespoonfuls of powdered borax
and one tnblespoonful of nmiiionlu,
stirring well. Apply while the water
is warm with u small brush, rubbing
against the nap. When the entire rug
has been gone over wis- - In the same
direction with the nap with a feoft
cloth which will not lint. Then brush
with the nap, using a dry brush. After
this treatment the rugs will be silky,
clear and with a better sheen. This
was told by a unlive rug dealer.
A

Demand for Waistcoats.
The demand for waistcoats bns almost completely submerged the separate collar vogue that bus been such
a feature of the coat suit.
Belgian Blue ts Popular.
The brilliant,
Itelgiun blue
Is as popular us It ever was. It la a.
favorite facing for big, black hats.

Neatness in Frocks for Children
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TRADE BRIEFS.

Thittl

The Injudieioua Partner.
"I made a bad break Just now."

"How nor
"I told Miss Heavy I d asked her to
The total area of the United States
Is 3.00Z340 square miles; Canada, 3,- - dance only there wasn't room on the
floor to swing a cat" London An893.320 square miles.
Canada produces for sale 22o tons swers.
of news print paper and 200 tons of
The Weary One.
pulps of all kinds every day.
First Medical Student Are you; goAn American egg preserving plant
with a capacity of 300,000 eggs dally ing to that appendicitis lecture 'fnit
afternoon?
has been established In China. ..
' Second
fddenr Sfo . ttm
Iedlcal
Tm not stringing you. lady. I n. on tired'
of those organ recitafs. LouoVnl
the market for a pair. The merchant
Answers.
has probably gone to the bank."

of batiste, with pluld ginghams and
with striped cotton materials. One
son ought to be a great help to moth- new touch in this little frock npArs
ers. Neatness Is characteristic ef the In the pointed front that laps over
r
new designs and neatness is the first from left to right and Is fastened
a small bit n needle-worby mat
thing that mothers must teach their
little ones. Little girls acquire gisid of ornament. The slccie are eltKi
taste in dress uncoirsclously and the length, with turned-baccuffs, anot
rosKinsibility of cultivating It rests on there Is a smull turnover collar.
the mother. She will be safe In se- Feather stitching Is more liked for finishing these little frocks than hemlecting the clothes turni"d out by
In children's wear for her little
stitching.
ones if she doubts her own gifts and
Intuitions in the selection of frocks.
A frock fur the times when our little
miss must "dress up" is shown at tl e
left of the picture above. It Is made
Bead Work.
of swiss organdie, ns crip nml freh
All kinds of
work is so much
as snow. A wide hen ami eight pin
in vogue that amateurs will hail with
nk lor the attention
tucks above It
ib light any suggestions.
To have
g'vei, the skirt, while the tiodice
in bretelles of narrow swiss emgisd results proper tools must lie on
ye
broidery at each side mid a "V at the band. Procure tine straw
front filled In with
organdie witi crewel needles. I'se fine linen- tbrenil
wax
it. I'.ate the canvas to
buttons at each side. Tin? nnd
tiny
such ns lawn, on the vn-nembroidery outlines the neck, and a
little, prim Isrw of rIMion calls atten- side of the design If It l a bag of
tion to It. This same ribbon makes a solid work, so It will not pucker
pretty sash that will complete the hiije Spread beads out on a soft white
and the light
pines of the very young h dy who is cloth for dark
ones on a dark urfui-ethen wore-onlto wear it and help teai-- her to
In a good light, not facing It.
careful of her finery.
At the right of the picture a new Io nut work until tired and restlesw
model for n very little girl shows a It w ill not pay.
quaint frock with batiste Iwidy and
Always the Sash.
gingham skirt. There Is not much to
t
The summer dress, whether of sillc
that it is pretty and
say of it.
coril looking, for the picture tells all or cotton, has a sash, which may be of
Its simple story, The square pockets wide or narrow ribbon, or of soft
are CJt on the bias of the goods and crushed satin. It may assume the forar
have a border of batiste at the top. of chiffon streamers, or may be a bow
Often plain chsmbray Is ued Instead made of the dress material.
The drosses brought out by manu-

facturers of children's clothes this

Ben-

ust-de-

pl-ii-

thin-giMslf

,

Pack Away Clothes. :
Those of us who pack away winter
clothing, bedding, etc.. should not overlook the virtues of flower of lavender
as a moth preventive, says a correspondent. While many folks still cling
to the
camphor balls for
this purpose everyone knows that
these preventives leave a strong odor
y nl
articles, and this scent
ofne4ftnf,s
remains
indefinitely.
Flower of lavender has a delightfully
agreeable aroma' and compares nMst
s
sa
favorably w'h many
put-ews- y

Indeed, the woman who once
tries this snbstltute for camphor bans
will ntver go bark to the ratter.

chets.

Theater hats are' oft eh of the tiny
dlrectoire style and made of blark
satin and black straw with aigrettes.
Blouses, to wear wttb, box cost
are generally of . gsorretw embroloV
ered with 'etlk Boss or yarn:
"

The finger-tifor suit coats.
p

length kt a safe one

The first game of the season played by the local White Sox and the
Estancia team will take place oa
the baseball diamond in 'that little
city today. Captain E. U Safford
who recently returned from France
will pitch his first game this year
with Santa Fe. A large party of
base ball fans from here expect to

CAPITAL CITY NEWS III BRIEF
General and Persona!
aoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooQpoooooooooo
Mrs. Lorin C. Collins arrived from
merchant,
4cnf yrtei4ay in Saata Fe on busi- - San Diego, California, Sunday night
and has joined JudRe Collins at the
De Vargas hotel, where they will be
II. B. Hcning, the editor of the
domiciled for the summer.
spent Wednesday
s The cold, cloudy, rainy weather
at the Capital
continues nsost of the time.' AccordW. A. Hawkm. solicitor of the E. ing to the weather
prophets we are
.
busi-ne- s
Si
arm-Yfi"
S.
official
I.
still to have several more weeks-thi- s
uxin
from 11 )'jo on Wednesday.
being only a sample. Cheer up -- it
mitflit be worse.
,
oil
W. W. Harvejr, Albuquerque
aiau. had Liii.iiiria at the Capital the
Manager Thomas Doran of the
middle (A the. week.
Montezuma hotel left last Saturday
niijht for Kansas City, Mo. Before
Ji!"Ure U. H. Wuina, now of Albureturning to Santa Ke he will go to
in
visitor
a
vrm
basilica,
querque,
the lexas. oil fields to took alter
the CiA4 City Thursday.
his interests there.
C.ijiliin T. I. WnToai-i- , of Portalei,
The rural schools of Santa l c
was a I usnicss visifor in the city
comity have closed a very satiifac- tu; inx the vrrrk.
tory year in spite ot 'he serious in
from terruption in the work by influenza.
Mrs. Kate tlM hat
teachers in
in Wufcington, I. There are seventy-thre- e
an i ntended
f
C.
She i niucri iniiiroved in health. the rural schools of the county.

C

A. Kurruss,

FIFTY THOUSAND

SIGN FOR LAND

.

CHURCHES

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES,

0

Idler

attend.

In Campe Organizing Farm-artForum Ar Being Aided
by Army V. M. C. A.

Here and There Over the State
?

oooooooooooc
OUT CAST SOULS

Khaki Club at SiUar City
Souerl of El Paso, district
superintendent of War Camp
Service and E. C Bassett,
who has supervision of this work
in Deming and Columbus, have made
arrangements for the opening of a
Khaki Club in Silver City, the object
of which will be the entertainment
of the koldierj stationed at Fort
Bayard.
The Uhli building on Bullard St,
formerly occupied by the Popular
Dry Goods Company, has been secured as headquarters and about
$10,000.00 will be spent in transform
ing it to meet the needs of the club.
The second story win be converted
into dormitories and equipped with
shower baths while the lower floor
will contain the canteen, pool and
billard tables, etc., 9tid till leave
room for the holding of dances and
other social affairs. It is hoped to
have the building ready for use by
June 10th. A secretary, an overseas
man, will be in charge and will have
a lady assistant. Silver City Enter
prise.

--

Governor O. A. Larrazolo, Dr. E
I. Hewett, and State School Superintendent j. H. Wagner attended the
commencement exercises of the New
Mexico Normal University
which
were held the middle of this week.
Dr. Hewett delivered the Baccul-auret- e
address Sunday night and Mr
Wagner delivered the commencement
address.

Daace 3a tarsia, Night
The Elk Social Committee is very
busy fcompleting arrangements foiw
a big dance
ntasht at their
dab house on Lincoln avenue. The
popular and best orchestra in the
city will play for the occasion, which
promises to be tome classy affair.
Childroa's Day
The Sunday School Classes of the
First Presbyterian church will present an appropriate and interesting
program on Children's Dav lune 8th.
The event will take place at the
church at the regular Sunday
service hour.

Farmers forum composed of sol- Some lives are like those stars
dier desiring to establish homes and .Whose paths are fixed, bear no
farms on land provided by the governchange,
ment are being organized in the mili- But daily, yearly move around some
tary camps of the Southern depart- Andcentral power,
fhere are those the flashing
ment, comprising Texas, Oklahoma,
Louisiana, Arkansas, New Mexico and Thatlights
shoot across the sky; poor outAmarican Nurses go to Siberia
Arizona by the educational departcast souls,
One hundred and forty America
ment of the Army and Navy T. M. O. A. Condemned in darkest depths ol
nurses are being sent to Siberia by
of soldiers comprising the
roam.
to
Groups
the Red Cross commission.
After
Jack Knapp, son of Dr. David forums meet regularly In the Y. M. And space
seek through all the spheres,
these nurses arrive at Vladivostok,
Knapp of this city, has returned from 0, A.
One kindred to their own.
and
discuss
the
buildings
quesover sea duty. He served with the
they will have to travel oyer 5,000
LEE WITT.
tions involved Id their efforts to get
miles on the
railroad
Pennsylvania troops and participat- lands
la
states
and
various
the
to
reach their destination at Omsk.
ways
ed in several battles. At one time
Receive
Three
nnd
means
Diplomas
of
the
lands
he suffered greatly from shell shock,
developing
The New Mexico Deaf and Dumb
Santa Fa High School Notes
but as soon as he was able to leave nfter tbey get them. Literature from
the hospital he returned to the front. the department of the Interior and School after a, very successful year
The story of the American Flag,
a Patriotic Pageant will be given by
lines, lack who is only 19, and his lb agricultural departments of the closed its term Wednesday with ap- the 7th and 8th grade students
many friends and class mates are states being studied is obtained and Pw?Tiai.e exerc'ses- - Superintendent
the auditorium of the New Museum
exceedingly proud of the young sol a digest of ft given to the croups by W. O. Connor, Jr, presented the fol
dier who so gallantly distinguished different members,
lowing students with their diplomas:
Mist Cooperrider has the
tonight.
Benito Baca, Belen, Vincent Clancy,
himself.
charge of the i- ent
S. N, Crulg, representing the departand
Santa Fe,
The 8th grade exercises wilt lake
Joseph Ward, Las
Benito Baca, and Joseph
Mrs. Lola C. Armijo, Mr. and Mrs. ment of Ihe Interior, has been largely Cruces.
place in the High School au litoi :ii
i
In
Instrumental
the
left
for
same
the
Ward
formulating
Akron,
plan
day
Miss Irene Saint, of Albuquerque, George Armijo, and Miguel A. Otero,
A
Wednesday afterncon.
It McMillan of Mliuqscrque,
of operation followed by the soldier Ohio, where they nave both accepte
ll:e High ichtol play a ill he
joined her father J. E. Saint of the Jr., of Santa Fe attended the com- furmwrs
leatiug I'cx Mexico lUorney,
farmers-to-bwith
ed
Firestone
A
the
Tire
and
series
mencement
of
positions
the
presented
by the students a- tke
in
Federal tax commission here Monday, where
ten led I i husine
Military Institute
Elks Opera houte Tuesday night
the family will reside in the future. and the dedication of the Luna Me- of addresses was given by biro In the and Rubber company of that city. la Honor of Miss Parker
COU't tW'i wiv4.
Last Monday evening Mrs. T. W. The High School commencement
Mrs. Saint who is visiting in Den'er morial Building at Roswell this week. camps of the Southern department in
The Memorial building was present- the
Spencer entertained with a social wilt be held next Friday night, in
J. r. 0'l.err, deputy gime warden, will arrive in Santa Fe shortly.
buildings, during which be Alter Society Realise $10
ed to the Military Institute by Rron-so- n outlined the course to be pursued by
One of the liiost successful bazaars dance in honor of Miss Francis the auditorium of the New Museum.
ha.. 1'inif to I a Crnrrj n act as
who left last week for her Prof. Roseoe P. Hill will deliver the
M. Cutting.
Mrs. Armijo is the (lie government In
fli-- t
Lieutenant Howell F.rvien returnsoldiers socially and financially, was held last Parker,
di'imty a the twirdir for the
assisting
Thirty couple graduation address.
ed Tuesday evening from France mother and George Armijo a half to locate on uniiNed government lands week by the Alter Society Ladie cf home in California.
S'li,,inrr
the Catholic church of Gallup, in the participated in the affair.
where he served for nearly a year. brother of the late Antonio Luna in various slates.
home
McDonald'
was bril Anaaal Moating
The
to
whose
The pretty
memory the building, was
I'. 5. Urvjim-t- l of Albiitrii'rqiie, l.irie-ILike most all the hoys he is trial
More than fiO.OOO soldiers have Kitchen Opera House.
and other attractions were liantly illuminated for the occasion;
booths
intfiesfed in New M'k:o oil de- - lie went and also glad, now that it erected.
Santa Fe Woman's Club was held
Signed the annllcationa for the rnv.
t
rl. .prm-ntseveral
liberally patronised. Light lunches lights twinkled through the grove of Tuesday afternoon at the library
is over, to Ret hack to old New
will
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which
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be
available
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scene
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Mounthe
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con
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building the following officers were
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Wednesday ed back tomorrow.
He has attended the I'a.iarito Park is very good this retary of the Interior Lane, according music during the three, eveings whkh given hour the guests repaired to term. Mrs. F. C. Wilson,
ii
n
was greatly enjoyed by a large at- the dining room where delicious reTr on rnsd rm'.i'is, being the commencement of the New Mex year, that trips are being made al- to Mr. Craig.
Mrs. H. C. Yontz, recordI
The reThe proceeds amounted to freshments were served. Carrizozo ing secretary, Mrs. Howell Earnest,
Is gratifying that so many of tendance.
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USE THE BETTER KIND

y

It pays
supply your table witb quality
as
products,
Chase Sanborn's Coffee.

Hunts Canned Fruits.

Richelieu Canned Vegetables.

bel-ev-

tet

H. S. KAUNE & CO.

iiminintntttttttHtllt

Coal Yard
Capital
Wholetviie and Retail Coal and Wood

Aa argent cable has heea sent from
ew Mexico is a large state, but Vladivostok
to the T. M. O. A. nabetter roads wilt lead to closer busi tional war work
council headquarters
ness and social relations of the
la New Tork req dentins that 200.000
various sections.

'

PHONE 85

Sugarite Lump
Sugarite Grate
Sugarite Nut
Raton Lump
Yankee Lump

Cerrillos Lump
Cerrillos Egg

I

feet of

O'Mera Lump
f
Smithing Coal
Anthracite, all sizes
Steam Coal
Coke
Cord Wood Sawed Wood. Native Kindling

OFFICE Montezuma Avenue
Near A.T.& S. F. Depot.

HOUSEWORK BY ELECTRICITY

is a boon to women. Think of runnitiK the

machine with the weaving treadle. Of doing the washing without backbreaking
labor. It can all be done and we shall be
very gitad indeed to prove it to you. And
the cost is not excessive. Come and see how
electricity will do nearly all your house-wor- k

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY

v

"t

a

mankind.

Give the nil maenate from abroad
the glad hand and he will become a
factor in testing the New Mexico
oil prospects.
The trouble with the governmental
railway satiation is that there are
only ten dimes in the dollar, not

eleven

Only one acre in seven is ander
cultivation in the United States. The
government still holds 22S.000.000
acres.

POWER RATE

Rnglurta romedlea

and dramas and aa enormous repergreat apostle
of the obligations of mankind and toire of Russian titled Alma ha rushed
.,
.,
to that part In addition to T2S reels of
or, me
a murnt tiesv an aponrie
rignis committee
en
informarjoa eduThe world needs

English walnnts are being grafted
successfully on the native watnisfin
many localities a New llexsco.

The silo if filled in good years w:tl
.solve the feed troubles of the ttock- Itnia in lean years.
The "flu" is reported to he rapidly
wiping out the baboon population of
South Africa
Dust la your windows will make
everything in your store look dusty
and dingy
The better the children are educated, the better citizens they wtl
he

Weeds aloag the hiahsrayi ateaa
oleaty as weeds la tha fields.

public
cational aims.
In response toepneals made by the
Omsk government and other allied
athorltlee, the I.M.CA. has doubled
Its personnel la noa bolshevik Russia,
tad ha enlargee the scops of its work
There are now 9T
Proportionately.
Americas Reel Triangle workers la
Siberia and 60 oa tbe arctic front la
la addition there
Europeaa Russia
re more thsa twice this a amber of
Russlaa aad Caret secretaries.
Tbe national war work coaavil la
aew expending l),0(lt a aaoath for
work asuoog allied and
I.
Jjaertcaa troops ta Wbertn. and
addlUoaal IMMHrj a amath aatoaf the
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Distrtbutore

Pacatlar Rata Tea.

Rata from tree foliage is aa Interesting immense oa af the Canary lata ads. Dr. & JT. Perea af Tractive
Botes that the fatanae rata tree of
rerra, Osaarlna, grew aa a bead laad
where the ateaetaia aasta fnaa tbe
trade
eaflerted. aad by
af water tank aader it taa
babttaata of that Island, where tfcore
are aa aprlacn. ectnariy gatJmrad
aaeech water for dnnkiag parpowoa.
The affect af tke foftage la
as said to be artdeat
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